Dear Campers and Staff of Camp Agudah:
As I sit here and write this letter its hard to believe that the summer is almost over. A
lot of people worked very hard in order to make this yearbook happen and I would like to
apologize now for anyone I may have forgotten. Firstly, I would like to express my hakoras
hatov to Hashem for his ever lasting kindness.
I would like to thank our director, Meir Frishman for his countless hours that he devotes to
camp to make our summer the best it can be.
Our head counselor Rabbi Kaufman for making Camp Agudah the Ruach filled place that it is.

Rabbi Karfiol, thank you for the censorship of the yearbook it would have been a different
yearbook without you. Also for being able to give me off at last minute notice to work on the
yearbook.
Rabbi Wolf, Thank you for shutting the lights when I wasn‘t able to make it to my bunk by
lights out (for whatever reasons).
Rabbi Schilit thanks for your help in ALL my endeavors.
Rabbi Nieman, Thank you for everything from the guidance as my counselor and the
helpfulness of a friend.
Mrs. Rand, thank you for all your computer help, sorry for making your life so difficult but
Chanoch wasn‘t around and everyone needs to do their part.
Eli Serebrowski, thank you for taking time out to provide all those hours of technical
assistance. At times it seemed like you were the one writing the yearbook.
Thank you to all the counselors for handing in your articles on time and for helping to type
them.
Special thanks to the Pinny Fasca, the person who really wrote this summers yearbook‘s
(with some of my help), Considering you were getting and then got engaged its amazing how
you could print a yearbook in Ferndale New York while you are in Flatbush Thanks.
Yakov (Jack) Rosenberg and Moshe Gershon (Cosmo) Kramer, The amount of time you guys
put in was amazing. This first trip yearbook idea would have flopped without the both of you.
Thank you very much.
Yonah Kaplowitz, thank you for being there for Pinny
Shimshy Brecher thank you for spearheading this project and taking it all on your shoulders
If I left anyone out I would like to apologize again thank you for all your help in whatever it
was that you may have done.

Hillel Weinreb

August 18, 2010
Dear Campers and Staff,
With Summer 2010 coming to a close, we look back with tremendous hakoras hatove to H’b”h.
In a year of economic uncertainty the conventional wisdom back in December was not very
positive. But we’ve proved the skeptics wrong. While regrettably, we had to turn away campers
both the first and second trips, those of you receiving this booklet are the very, very lucky ones
who owe their parents a great big “yasher koach” for the sacrifices they made not just by sending
you to a camp, but sending you to the very, very best. Camp Agudah.
Making Camp Agudah the best, however, is by no means a one man show. As RUACH
COUNTRY grows the team approach becomes more and more important and necessary. It
requires working with many people throughout the year, not just during the eight weeks of the
summer. I would like to personally give them all a great big, well deserved yasher koach:
Rabbis: Belsky, Feifer, Finkelman, Feuer, Duvie Frischman, Halbertal, A. M. Kaufman, Eliyohu
Kaufman, Neiman, Nusbaum, Pearl, Wolf, “Krafty” Yarmove and the newest addition to the
team, Mosey Kaplan. The wonderful team caring for bunk lamid baiz, Rechi, Yehuda Schwebel
and their staff. Thanks also to Mrs. Kaufman and Doctor Aviva Parnes. To our very special
group of learning Rebbeim, headed by the exceptional team of Rabbis Ezy Feuer and Avrohom
Nusbaum. Thanks also to our very organized and dependable transportation coordinator, Chesky
and his reliable “crew”, Ephraim ,Yanky, Gershon and YY Hirsch, the great Counselors ,J.C.’s,
Life Guards, Specialties, Waiters Junior Staff and office crew. No words can express my
appreciation to the Rabbaym and staff of the ever expanding , ever popular Machane Ephraim
Masmedim/Mechina Programs.
The prime movers behind Camp Agudah, who work closest with me throughout the year, Rabbis
Simcha Kaufman and Motty Karfiol. Their year-round devotion is extraordinary and visible each
and every day. Rabbi Kaufman has become Camp Agudah’s Neshomo Yesairah every Shabbos,
giving his legendary Shabbos Droshos which are all meaningful masterpieces of ingenuity and
creativity and are enjoyed by campers and staff members of all ages, myself included. In the
Z'chus of their harbatzas Torah b'rabim, may they and their dear Rebbetzins, who share in this
great mitzvah, be zocheh to see continued simchos and nachas from their families.
After thirty four years she still brings creativity and "good cheer" to everything she does. Mrs.
Zahava Lankry's willingness to make each meal exciting and delicious is evident day in and day
out, despite a difficult and challenging summer. May she and Rabbi Lankry be zocheh to nachas
from their children and grandchildren, mit gezunt.
I must also give special thanks to Henchi and Pearl, who keep me organized all year round. I am
truly fortunate and grateful to work with them and I thank them from the bottom of my heart for
their continuous and dependable dedication – and I know it’s getting harder and harder as the
years go by. Fitting in perfectly with this “A” team is Aidee Richman and Mrs. Brustowsky, who
make the mounds of paper-work bearable ... thank you.
In his quiet and unassuming manner, he always gets the job done right .... the first time. As the
true ben torah he is, Reb Shimon’s (or Rebbe, as some now call him) 24/7 job never got in the
way of his finding time to spend in the bais medrash or learning with his many chavrusos. I am
extremely grateful to him for making my job much, much easier and for setting the bar higher
every year. Thanks you to his dedicated crew, Yehuda and Yossi (who we still consider to be on
loan to Bnos and Bnoseinu), Shmulie, Shlomie, Tzvi, Shiya, Yanky and our all around whatever-you-need-when-ever and now famous Bongo player, Yaakov Kaplan. And of course, our
always on the job IT Pro and life saver, Eli Serebrowski.
Last, but not least, mega thanks to my "Aishes Chayil", Chanie, h j,a who besides putting up
with me and my schedule, always finds the time to be available and helpful, despite her own very
busy personal schedule.
It's now time to close. Again, many thanks to all, especially the campers for making this season a
phenomenal success. vcuy vnh,ju vch,f
Sincerely,

Meir Frischman
Director

From the desk of… Rabbi Kaufman
Head Counselor Camp Agudah

Wow! How quickly the summer went by at Camp Agudah, Ruach
Country- a home away from home, a yeshiva away from yeshiva. Here we felt
very comfortable living together with achdus and shalom.

Here in our

Machane Kadosh we lived and practiced torah 24 hours a day. We truly
fulfilled B’chol D’rachecha De’ehu. As you pack your clothing, pack in all the
wonderful middos tovos and hanhagos tovos that you practiced here.

Be

proud that you are a Ruach Country boy. Let people recognize a true Camp
Agudah boy. Wishing you all a K’siva Vachasima Tova,
Bracha V’hatzlacha,
Until next year in Yerushalayim
Your Head Counselor,

Rabbi Kaufman

Dear Chashuva Campers of Camp Agudah Ruach Country,

Wow, how the summer flew by! Just a few weeks ago we all
arrived in Camp Agudah, davening for siyata dishmaya to
have a successful summer. Baruch Hashem our tefillos were
answered, as we saw great progress in the learning in Ruach
Country. The hasmada was incredible! The simcha on the
faces of all our rabbeim, as well as the talmidim was clear
for all to see. We delved into ths sugyos of Masechtos
Rosh Hashana. We learnt Halacha, Chumash, and Navi. The
grand finalle was of course, was the Grand Bechina. The
awesome Kiddush Hashem that took place in Ruach Country
will be remembered for a long time as boys of all ages
gathered in the Bais Hamedrash at all hours to learn and
review the halachos of Choshen Mishpat! We would like to
thank all you our great campers for a great summer. We all
thank the greatest dedicated team of Rabbeim in the
world, for giving fantastic shiurim. We want to thank Rabbi
Kaufman and Rabbi Karfoil for all your help and input. We
would like to thank Mrs. Lankry and R’ Schwebel who
assisted us in many ways. The maintenance staff under the
leadership of R’ Shimon Newmark was so helpful! We thank
Rabbi Meir Frishman for enabeling the learning to thrive in
Camp Agudah. Finally we thank Hakadosh Baruch Hu for the
great siyata dishmaya ,and we daven for it to continue b”h!
R’ Feuer

R’ Nussbaum

We Didn’t Have Good Activities So………
Mordechai Basch
Yehuda Braunstein
Aharon Elbaz
Mordechai Frischman
Elozor Frischman
Avi Galinsky
Chaim Halbertal
Aryeh Jurkowitz
Moshe Aharon Lax
Moshe Pearl
Elazar Menachem Schwebel

went on a trip with a different bunk
just went and had a good time
put on a torah comedy show on his bike
(or maybe that was Elozor)
(or maybe that was Mordechai)
put on sunscreen
played basketball against 9th graders (and won, maybe)
watched a baseball game
blew up a volcano by the pool
played them anyway
got cups of water with ice

Dovi Gewirtz- CC
Meyer Glicher- CC
Aryeh Stern
Avrohom A Karfoil
Yoel Sontag
Yehuda Kramer

sleep even though he really doesn’t want to
won’t sleep even though he really wants to
to get a kosher phone and to stay in camp till after elul
to talk with a straight face to Binyomin Presser
wait, he sleeps in the lodge!!????
Lamborghini or Porsche, Lamborghini or Porsche (look it’s faster), empty outlet
for the fan, can I have a Kit Kat, can I have a Kit Kat can I have a ……
5 minyanim for shachris, OHR SHRAGA ROCKS!!! , learning Spanish, OHR
SHRAGA ROCKS!!!,yearly subscriptions to the Zman magazine (for Kramer) and
Readers Digest condensed books, OHR SHRAGA ROCKS!!!!!!!!!
animal noises at 3AM, telling the campers nicely to be quiet as they make noise
and run by, thank you so so so much for letting me use my own ____ (fill in item of
choice)

Motty Goodman
Yehuda Lieberman

Last Will and Testament

June 30th
First day of camp!!!
Senior leagues go skating !!

Favorite activity
Dovid Zagelbaum- CC
Yoel Sontag- CC
Simcha Braunstein
Chaim Feder
Dovid Tzvi Goodman
Moshe Gross
Mordechai Kaufman
Avromie Lichtman
Yaakov Newmark
Aryeh Viener
Avrohom Yitzchok Zoberman
Jack stefansky
Aryeh stern
Dovid Lieber
a.a. karfoil

snacks
winning color war
winning color war
swimming
winning color war
winning color war
learning groups
winning color war
crafty shack
swings
chin ups on his counselor arm
always got his feet in my face
needs to industrial, top noch, metal fans to go
hopefully wont murder anyone in beis rafel while learning with
rabbi wolf
in 60 years rabbi karfoil bother will be a real ungereshe zeyda

July 1st
First full day of camp
Mozy Kaplans first day on mike

When rabbi feifer quits s.a.l.t. and avrum moshe is called rabbi kaufman and this
camp is all yeshiva camps then…
Arye Stern-CC
Dovid Tikotzky-CC
Chaim Mordechai Feifer
Moshe Friedman
Shlomo Ghoori
Moshe Goodman
Bentzion Greenberger
Shlomo Lankry
Yehuda Nusbaum
Moshe Nechemia Schiff
Avigdor Wolf
Aharon Tzvi Zoberman
Yakov rand
Jack stafansky
a.a. karoil
yoel sontag
y. m.
dovi gewirtz
Dovid leiber
Mordechai wein

wont eat bazooka and wont give out bazooka
will be head lifeguards of the lake
will stop saying ―me and ghoori vs‖
will stop begging Aryeh for bazooka
will win color war
will still be using his good middos
will win color war
wont watch the basketball games
wont give consolers shots
wont go swimming in the deep with wolf
wont get ―spaghetti‖ for supper every night
will win color war
wont sleep talk
wont use trains for fans
will answer me why 7th grade can‘t have kosher places and older and younger
wont thank jack for his trains
will call me by my first name and will carry me to the learning groups
wont be master of corny, have his battiers fall cut and will l break dance
8:30 and tzitzivs
wont be yshiva and will learn by seder

July 2nd
Senior League opening day

Camp Agudah finally got coach busses because…..
Yakov Rosenberg- CC
Ari Schachter-CC

finally stopped buying toys from wal-mart
got very serious on his biking skills

Chaim Elimelech Adler
Aaron Bensmuoil

kept on saying Krias Shema Al Hamitah
stopped wearing 4 sweatshirts
Para de abrigarte con 4 abrigos cada noche
stopped pronouncing Ari‘s name as ―Achi‖
Para de decir el nohbre de ari como achi
finally won color war
stopped saying his suntan lotion smells the best
finally finished making his tent (using 40 nails in the process)
finally won color war
finally won color war
finally stopped saying ―we‘re going swimming‖
finally stopped making paper airplanes (and boats)
finally won color war
got bored of basketball
finally stopped asking for coffee
finally won color war
finally became his brother‘s jc
finally won color
stopped makingdiving baseball catches
Para de lanzarte para agarrar la pelota
finally won color war
finnaly took over Rabbi Halbertal as ropes course Instructor

Samuel Edery
Meyer Fingerer
Sheya Fireworker
Zevi Freier
Yehuda Goldschmidt
Chesky Halberstam
Joselit
Avraham Yeshayah Katz
Yehuda Magid
Akiva Nathan
Michoel Rakoszynski
Meir Simcha Rubinfeld
Boruch Schoenbrun
Moshe Ahron Shapiro
Amram Wahnon
Eli Wax
Zag

July 3rd
First Shabbos of the Summer
Shabbos Guest: Rav Shlomo Braunstien, Menahel of Mesivta Rabbeinu Chaim Berlin

Bunk bais minus was not a sleep away bunk because...
Yaakov Rand-cc
Mordechai Wein-cc

wanted to sleep at night
would have to take an off day

Menachem Feder
Yehuda Leib Feifer
Avraham Freidman

would have made his counselors fill up to many tradition soups
would have waged war against bunk aleph
didn‘t want to have curfew which would make him miss good night
activities
Shaul Chaim Kaufman would get free caffeine from his father and keep everyone up all night
Dovi Kornbluth
would get to many davening tickets by shachris
Meir Simcha Lichtman didn‘t want to be in the bunkhouse next to bunk aleph
Mendy Neuman
would be swimming in the deep water past lights out
Chaim Oratz
would get best in bunk and make everyone jealous
Ezriel Scheiner
would still be in Niagara falls and would not be sleeping in the
bunkhouse
Yehuda Leib Stefansky would have 18 keys to the bunk and would lock everyone out the
whole night
Duvei Lowenthal
was not in charge of making the bunks and doing everything properly
Aryeh Stern
wanted to be mordechai‘s chavrusa
Shmelkie Gross
did not have pull from shimon or rabbi newmark
Meir Cohen
would have to tell the bunk stories at night
Binyomen Presser
would have to serve our bunk
Double A
would have to sleep in our bunk
July 4th
Red White and Blue
Neighborhood Day Breakout

If there would be a 5th activity…
Unger Yisroel-CC
Klein Yerucham-CC
Ari Baranker
Duvie Bronstein
Tzviki Cohen
Ezzi Gruen
Pinchos Jurkowitz
Nissim Avrohom Katlowitz
Moshe Katz
Tzvi Katz
Akiva Yosef Koltai
Efraim Kramer
Avrohom Yochanan Lax
Hillel Levinger
Shloimy Levitansky
Eliyahu Merenstein
Shmuli Muchnik
Dovid Neiman
Yisroel Ungar
Yehuda Viener
Yossi Wiederman
Tzvi Aryeh Zemel
Katz Moshe
Binyomin Presser
Moshe Bobker

would say stop umping on me, get out of my office (cubicle), would be sleeping in the
cubicle finally being able to stretch his legs ,would make the team
wouldn‘t say back to Baranker, say c‘mon lets go guys, take off, tell Ezzi Gruen that he
isn‘t good at sports and switch back into the cublicle.
would say Hi to Yerucham
would play Frisbee with widerman
would try to get into the cubicle
would try to pull off Ungars spine
would go to get more hats
would win color war
would protest for shorter meals
would read another book
would ride on his scooter and then lose it
would say a shiur in halacha
would listen to Kramers shiur
would go talk to the lamed bais guys
would win color war
would play gameboy
would scream
would make deals with Unger for Hershy Kisses
would win color war
would go leave camp
would play ultimate frisbee
would eat Ungars hershy kisses
would be still walking around learing (year right) , still be looking in the mirror
would make a talk show that is impossible to turn off
would be setting up the GDR as usual

July 5th
Neighborhood Day
…and the winner is NYS

Our original title was censored so we’re sticking to randomness
Mordechai Rupp CC
“Shoot me now!”
Avi Hoch JC
R U PUMPED?
Baruch Basch
“Do they do this every night?”
Avrohom Bloom
Taxi is waiting at the gate
Chesky Bobker
“Open the door”
Avrohom Daniel Bodner “I need your light”
Yakov Feivelson
Is your brother on the Baseball team?
Yitzchok Frischman
“I know what Blip is”
Mordy Gelbard
Shooby
Zevi Goldschmidt
Great bingo ideas
Uri Yosef Groveman
“It’s always me”
Nosson Boruch Halbertal Great babysitting –You have a future.
Zevi Kay
Cedarhurst rocks a.k.a. the sandwich
Dovi Salzberg
“Where’s my socks?”
Shragi Schorr
“I know”
Kalman Sussman
Is Aron Sussman your brother?
Dovi Tepfer
“Where is Avi ?”
Zevi Vogel
wants to win color war
Yossi Wax
Rabbi Oratz
Avi Greenberger
Doughnuts
Chaim Koplowitz
Box green
July 6th
Opening day of 6th grade leagues
New Juggling Activity

left the meal because...
Moshe Ribowsky-C
Duvie Lowenthal-JC

it was going to rain
he was planning another bunk BBQ and testing people for the Grand Bechina

Tuvi Eichorn
Nisan Fetman
Moshe Goldman
Yehuda Hager
Yaakov Harris
Tevel Herbstman
Avrumi Illes
Nesanel Lamm
Yakov Mitnick
Dovid Nulman
Yitzi Nussbaum
Avi Pruzansky
Avromy Schron
Shimon Schuster
Dov Silberberg
Yisroel Meir Steinberg
Yechiel Teitelbaum
Ari Weingarten
Yisroel Lowenthal
Yechiel Aharonov
Yisroel Green
Avi Greenberger
Chaim Teitz
Shmuel Levitin
Eli Goldberg
Shloime Aberbach
―SPEC‖
Avrumi Shalitzky

he went to go play baseball
he might have had keyboard practice
his luggage was still in Bnos
he wasn‘t ready for Shabbos yet
he couldn‘t stare without laughing
Tintin was in Tibet
he was dismissed. Thank you!!
he was going fishing with his brother
he was taking another shower
he was on the Phillies disabled list
he was looking for a chair with a back
he was running from Simon Shapiro
he wanted to win color war
his cousin didn‘t serve him first
wait…he didn‘t
he wasn‘t a real camper
he wanted to win color war
see Nisan
he couldn‘t take over my bunk
he joined the JDL
he wasn‘t a tough enough JC
he had to put our bunk to sleep
he was preparing to stay up to talk with me before my shower -thank you
our bunk thought he was Moshe‘s brother and he wanted cake
he was looking for ―THAT‖ and couldn‘t pump up our bunk
he was going on his nightly jog
I wouldn‘t get off his chair
camp liked Yitzy Bald‘s voice better

July 7th
Intercamp at Tashbar
Senior League Bowling Trip

Yaakov Lax will become a counselor when….
Mordechai Yoffe-C

Becomes a jc

Yaakov Lax-JC

Wait…I’m not??

Aharon Benchimol

Brings his buddies over to the bunk and stays

Elchanan Baruch Cohen

puts on crocs for the shower/pool

Eliyahu Deutsch-decides

if he wants the pass or not

Menachem Fontek

learns the chaim berlin shtultz

Shlomo Herzberg

scores a touchdown off Yosef

Ari Horowitz

gets extra rights because of shmuli

‘Uncle’ Meyer Jacobs

becomes as popular as his brother-in-law (Mozzy)

Yosef Kerstein

Intercepts a pass off Yaakov

Boruch Korff

wins color war

Mordchai Schachter

his smile will be l’shma

Ephraim Schneck

spreads the tradition of tradition soup to the bunk

Pinny Smith

bumps into….Simon Shapiro AND Cropsy

Yitzchok Teicher

becomes a 6-3 250 pound goalie

Menachem Thaler

becomes a Yankee

Yechiel Zeilingold

makes his own activities (preferably baseball all 4)
Staff

Beininstock

becomes a camper

Yossi Beinhorn

Gives back his shuffle board staff;wont get his stories from Cropsy himself; wont be lax’s camper;

Cropsy

Wont be the best Non-fictional camp killer

Reuven Pearl

Will wear polo shirts for real

Yosef Meir Shneck

comes for a full half

Dovid Rosenbaum

gets more chips

Shmuli Reichman

Brings food for the campers also

Reb Elya

puts his ‘chup’ down

Rabbi Wolf

Arrives at Cranberry Run 2 hours early to grill, runs out of stories, becomes rosh kollel, lets Bressler shoot and get the rebound off Gershon Kramer.

Chaim Fogel

hands go up and stay there

Mendy G-R-U-E-N

Becomes D.J Gruen

Shlomo Tepper

Fulfills his dream and becomes Color War general

Camelbeach

gives free soda

Moshe Kraut

finds out a week before camp hes a counsler

Ariel Lewis

Finds out the ‘Shvaip Mit De North Pole’ is not a hock but its from somwheres eltz

July 8th
4 and 5th grade leagues
Staff Play
th

if __________ would win million dollars he …
C- (Yisroel) mordechai schoenbrun aka “chai”
would own Lids and a glasses factory
JC - Shmuel Mordechai Bienenstock
would buy a bed in his own bunk
Michael Cohen
would buy his own set of cards
Eliezer Goldstein
would buY “sour” pickles
Elimelch Gurwitz
would buy the Knicks so Nati could play for them
Dovid Yehuda Katz
would buy his own Gem
Chaim Katz
would track down Simon Shapiro
Azriel Dovid Malka
would buy every gameboy game out there
Dovid Noach Mashitz
would buy the Mets
Pinchos Neiman
would buy every flashlight known to man
Chaim Rogin
would buy every type of axe out there
Baruch Rosman
would win color war
Kizzy Sr.
would find Moshe Pupolontis
Kizzy Jr.
would find the bagth
Boruch Schoenbrun
would buy a camp and make his brother his counselor
Meir Isaac
would invite a big rabbi … lousY
Mosey Kaplan
would pay for the payday prizes
Shloime Vinitzky
would rotate bunk vov
Yaakov Lax & Shammai Whitman
would get counselor jobs
Mordy Perkowski
would still be in camp
Moshe Ribowsky
would own every type of Yankee cap ( Go Cardinals)
Aaron Schilit
would buy his own grill
Lichtman
would get Yehuda Green to sing Ashrei, Shema , and Aleinu
Hillel Weinreb
would change his voice mail
Glicher
would get a JC job
Ohel Shmiel
would be part of Camp Agudah
Moshe & Yeshua Solomon
would own ferragamo
Elly Sochaczewsky
would win a league game
Tzvi Neiman
would finally buy a car

July 9th
Friday preparations all around camp
Swim, Swim, Prepare for Shabbos!

ONE DAY
Shmuel Aryeh Reichman – C
Mordy Becker – JC

will quit leagues, still have the best nosh, and will still be saying corny jokes.
will not cause Rabbi Kaufman to be his rotator when the grass is green & sky is blue.

Tzvi Baruch
Akiva Besser

will still be pushing off the daily sewing of the barber cape.
will only root for one baseball team and stop will still be talking about his nieces &
nephews.
Shimon Bloom
will still be so nice to Crafty Junior, and stop talking about his choshuve Zaydy’s.
Chaim Yehuda Ghoori
Will share Grandma’s food with his JC
Yitzchok Friedman
will still have a second to none league captain.
Yehuda Lowenthal
will love Beinhorns’s scary stories and hate turkey.
Binyomin Mizrahi
will still make sports positions, and will still give gushers to whoever makes his bed.
Aryeh Rand
will still want to walk further down the road on Friday nights.
Mendy Schiffenbauer
will win color war.
Shmuli Silber
will be the next MBD (Seagate Shtulz) and his best seller, will be the “when you’re
finished eating” song.
Aaron Stefansky
will love his Counselor and JC and stop comparing them to Hot Shot & Wielgus.
Zevi Tepper
will be a part of the Tepper dynasty and be on the Agudah staff team.
Yochonon Wilner
will be in the bunk by “camps” curfew, and stop wanting my coin cuff-links & Chumus.
Cheilie Zolty
will still think his JC is rich and will run into Simon Shapiro, for real!
Thank you guys for an awesome, spectacular, fantastic, CHILLING, and uplifting summer! We really had tons of fun
together. Don’t forget the amazing “snow” tubing trip? It was a really amazing, pumping . . . bus ride, my ears are still ringing
from all the new original cheers. Camel Beach was gr8 too. Bonfire Kumzitz with R’ Bald rocked, you guys really made it
happen. When it came to sports, you guys really had talent, remember our win (by a large margin) vs. “camp” Rayim, and all
those inter-bunk games. Our catches by cleanup got us a 12 everyday anyhow, who knows?! You guys make RC the place
to be! Good luck in Yeshiva. Keep in touch. Mordy & Shmuli
July 10th
Motzei Shabbos Cleanup
Ice Cream Machine comes to camp

Nobody knows why…..
Counselor---Reuven Pearl

always fell asleep in masmidim bm, took a league team alone, got to take off whenever he wanted,
always copied lost in lazerland, won color war, and always paid for shabbos sodas ―Just cookie
already!!‖
JC---Shmuli Frankel
talks in TM (down 10 up 2) language and even though he‘s a JC pays for shabbos sodas, will never
make Kiddush b/c he‘s too shy, will have a catch with his campers 3 in the morning, will always be
a star ref , went on awesome off days –everyday and will always be the best JC everrrrrrr.
Moshe Yehuda Banash
was called Bayyynish instead of Baaanish, and got his face colored on the first day of camp, and
forgot to bring his Shabbos shoes
Pinchas Goldstein
wants to win color war
Yeshaya Yehuda Greenspan was best in bunk (yyg, gerwitz , ZAW)
Alti Hoffman
is Yitzis brother and does great harmony
Nosson Kanner
was always smiling
Ephraim Lebovic
almost died of boredom while being in the infirmary
Mayer Lew
had such straight teeth
Naftoli Miles
always supplied the bunk with bbq sauce and burgers
Mordechai Neumann
was the biggest yankee/jet/mookie fan
Pinny Nussbaum
stayed up all night to eat tuna beigels
Chananya Yisroel Pearl
was getting keyboard lessons with Yitzy Bald
Dovid Reichman
will forever call his counselors ―Buster‖ and sit in Shmuli‘s seat
Dovid Rosenbaum
always stole Reuveins ipod(from his cubicle) and go to Joro island to sing (we walk in
harmony…..).
Shmuel Shmaya
lost to Kal in a boxing match and will catch a snake
Elly Sochaczewsky
had to go get a sweatshirt 2 min after he came to davening and didn‘t know Yiddish even though
he goes to Veretzky and loves Rabbi Bald.
Dovid Yossef Soufian
was always pumped and happy
Kizzy Sr
decided to make a curfew for Jc‘s
Kizzy Jr
always complimented Shmuli‘s Jc abilities
M-o-s-h-e K-r-a-u-t
found out he was a counselor after he came to camp
Chaim KAAAplowitz
goes to a chasidishe yeshivah
Shmuli Reichman
was so into leagues
Yeruchum Klien
got the most tips
Binyomin Kahn
was a masmid/JC/hocker
Yaakov Rand
did not get a sleepaway bunk

July 11th
Visiting Day Night

RANDOM

Moshe Kraut- CC
Chaim Leib Koplowitz-JC

What? I’m a counselor?
Of course I don’t have a phone

Aharon Yaakov Augenbaum Is your name Yaakov Zev Fogel?
Naftoli Bornstein
Why would your father be here at 11:00? Oh, It’s a birthday party.
Nesanel Zalman Cohen
Our choshev’e day camper! Thank you for being a great part of the part of the bunk
Yehuda Friedman
See Gershenfeld
Shamshon Gershenfeld
See Freidman
Dov Ber Greenberg
wants to win color war
Chanoch Greenwald
(Maybe he’s busy getting packages)
Chaim Itzkowitz
yeshivish with Yehuda Green While polishing R’ Kaufmans shoes
Sholom Lomner
Turn off the A.K.A. Pella!!!
Dovid Michaeli
No, I’m not DJ, he’s my uncle
Mordechai Obermeister
Hey! Waddayaknow? I’m best in bunk!
Yitzchok Aryeh Schron
Best friends with Kizzy
Yehuda Siegfried
Got a $50 baseball bat for free while singing his JC’s chant off key
Avi Smulowitz
Listening to the Yankee game while learning Mishnayos
Reuven Pearl
Where did your mattress go?
Shmuly Frankel
Say thank you to Avi Heinman for giving you his second phone for the summer
Mordy Yaffe
So, it ended up being worth it to go to Morris first half
Zevi Speigel
wants to win color war
Shuey Krasnow
Where are you at midnight?
Yoseph Meir Schneck
Takes him 3 weeks to realize that Agudah is the place to be
Pinny Himy
Assistant JC, How did you like it?
All Veretzky Guys
NOT tuna bagels

July 12th
Intercamp Against Camp Raim Mesivta
R.J. Lewis performance
Oar Breakout

Carpet Tubing Was

Because

Chaim Fogel-CC
Yitzy Richter-JC

etc. etc. etc……
will do water hiking any day (I have 2 words for you), had a blast with the bus driver on the way back from Camelbeach, calmed down
everyone in our bunk, J-E-T-S, matai matai, and of course, V.C.

Yossi Drillick
Moshe Eisen
A.J. Gross
Yitzi Katz

downs iced coffee, always with his camera, got best in bunk, and rips up the basketball court
is sooo tired, hates hotdogs, has his older bro do everything for him, learns with Moshe Kraut, and steals all my caps and hats
will be the star pitcher for Red Sox, shakes hands w/every1 by davening, and dreams to return to ―Kamp Kobe‖
walked on a nail and almost all of his blood came out from that cut, spilled fake white out on his counselors beds (we weren‘t faked out
yitzi), doesn‘t eat anything without bbq sauce, and had his mother do his laundry
What? Who‘s Yosef Halton? Is he in our bunk? I thought he was in bunk Zayin! Just joking Yosef , the real reason is because he reads
―the book‖ by davening , pounds Benny Friedman, and imbibes, downs, glugs down, laps up, slurps, swigs, and guzzles down root beer
learned over 100 mishnayos, receives faxes every day, and whats the point anyways
is always pumping up zemiros, had his older brother bully him, became a red man the first night of camp, and is a humongous fan of
pop‘ems
only sefardi in our bunk (I bet half you guys didn‘t know), is a great baseball player, and was ―great‖ at acrobatics
knows it all, snapped a picture of a misquito, and bought 2 camp sweatshirts
was called ‗RJ‘ the whole summer, won a ripstik, works in the canteen, wishes A. Wielgus was here 2 nd half, and whats your last name
again?
collects bentchers, and devours, wolfs, gobbles, scoffs, and gorges noodle soups all day
ohhh man where do we start… ad kan hakafah aleph ( v‘hameivin yovin, from Ari Krasnow), never had any of his card tricks work on us,
“loves” being in the same room as Beinhorn, was the MVP against Rayim, can open up an axe outlet, and had the best counselors in
camp, right Dovid?
says dude all day, left in middle of 2nd half, hey our bunk wasn‘t soo bad moshe , and loves yeshivesh people
plays chess with everyone he knows, hangs out with Shloime Jacobs, and is still waiting for his mother to call back
has that ‗bronx‘ accent, sleeps on top of Beinhorn, can‘t hold in a smile after looking at me during davening, and has an M-16 called
―Rifle‖
―dude, counselor, jc‖ by the way Michael our names are Chaim & Yitzy, needed to know the mets score every night, celebrated his b-day
2x, and pumps up zemiros (handball with Nussbaum)
doesn‘t stop reading books, books, books, books, and I‘m in the mood right now for a…… A TURKEY SANDWICH!!
plays basketball all day, strums the guitar, has 108 brothers in camp whenever we turn around there‘s another one, learns with kizzy jr,
has pin neat cubbies, and whenever you ask R‘ Karfoil a question you take your tzitzis, pick up your hands to your shoulders and say
―Rebbi...‖

Yosef Halton
Shlomie Jacobs
Menachem Kramer
Yehuda Shmuel Nathan
Yaakov Oretz
Dovid Shlomo Rottenstreich
Moshe Salel
Dovid Schorr

Moshe Ezriel Schwartz
Menachem Shain
Raphael Skolnik
Michael Tahan
Shlomo Zalman Turk
Avromie Wax

Yossi Beinhorn
Yossi Gold

thanx for adding to our bunk, Yossi, it wouldn‘t have been the same without you
went away to r‘ mintz, thanx for being the best Yossi, I‘ll see you in Lakewood/Deal

Mendy (Gruen) Richter

Thanx for being the best older brother I‘ve ever had, and
mendy, mendy, mendy mendy,
see Aaron Yaakov Augenbaum
for lack of a better word thanx for always being there for us

Yaakov Zev (Jay-Z) Fogel
CHUSH

mendy, mendy, mendy, mendy, mendy, mendy, mendy,

July 13th
Oar Activities

Bunk Yud-Aleph didn‘t go to Niagara because
Aaron Schilit-C
Shuey Krasnow-JC

was busy talking on his phone in the ranch and manning the zoo
had to foot the dougies bill

Dovid Bakst
Yaakov Yisroel Bruckenstein
Yitzchok Boruch Gaffney
Yakov Gelb
Yakov Tzvi Gottesman
Yosef Halberstam
Yehuda Zev Hamada
Yeshaya Dovid Heller
Don Himy
Yaakov Kahn
Yisrael Koenigsberg
Yochanan Lax
Yitzchok Merzel
Aryeh Leib Vinitsky
Moishe Wolofsky
Mordy Becker
Yitzy Richter
Levi Tepper
Avi Hoch

would have nothing to do on the bus
his brother was already going and he was too busy working in the canteen
Jabar only likes going to Chicago, look at those caps
wants to win color war
was being held custody in the infirmary with 98.8 temperature
wasn‘t really the JC, although he looked like one
wants to win color war
didn‘t say he was Gelb‘s cousin and always tried to beat up his jc
was too quiet & didn‘t protest
had to go into the city for his father‘s brother‘s dog‘s wedding
would not be able to put on his night brace
was too busy practicing how to eat his corn beef at the play
doesn‘t sleep well on buses
wants to win color war
they didn‘t have a mug in Niagara already made for him
got a ride with Rabbi Elbaz to Woodbourne and was having ―GOOD TIMES‖
was too busy listening to Shwekey‘s Libi Bamizrachi, and asking Shuey to fix his collar
didn‘t find out about the trip until 3 weeks after his bunk did
was a fifth grade jc and wasn‘t zocha to sixth grade, and also was the only counselor (sorry Mordechai),
to have his own grill and fridge.
Was busy using other peoples phones (eh hem) to arrange baseball games
is from Boston, was playing inter camp against camp Agudah on a daily basis and was screaming
shabbos kodesh!!!
doesn‘t know the directions back by heart back from Niagara in case the driver got lost

Moshe Feivelson
Kobe Metchik
Mosey Kaplan

11th grade counselors

were busy pumping it up in camp thanks a lot guys. KIT
July 14th
Oar First time ever all out basketball
The winner is…… Orange!!!!

If Feivish was found…
Moshe Feivelson-cc

would still love Darchei, will be going back to Israel for elul,could be he would have been a better
Councler(BBQ),-and by the way he was an awesome Councler- would be on time for lineup and davening every
day while not being yeshivesh, (kudos- baseball team, politics as usual, 7th grade rocks bunk t-shirts(they’re
coming don’t worry), knows hes a good Councler and is overworked and needs his sleep)doesn’t do
nooooooodle soop!!!!
Ahron Daniel Sussman-jc
wouldn’t be able to stand Darchei and would still be an awesome jc (yeah right-TIP…Ha ha ha…) (thinks hes a
good jc, wants to be Head Councler, wasn’t there for line up, fixed the leagues and would still be ...censored…
Shmuel Daniel Bentolila“mah atah omer”…”Feeeeiveeeee tagid li”
Simcha Braunsteinhed still think he can”t get in trouble bec. Rabbi kaufmans his rebbe (don’t worry you’re a good guy)
Amram Mordechai Carciente-would still think he could slam off Feive and will break your nose…”zzzuuusssmannn”
Yonason Chechakovwill win Color war
Sholom Fishmanwould still be best in bunk (of course)
Daniel Ganz
wouldn’t have gotten sick and would still be the most awesome guy in the bunk –we missed youChaim Gelbermancould be would get his shelves back from Sussman
Benji Gleibermanwould have been in the bunk the whole half and would get his Nemo back, and maybe his Councler would allow
him to put on foot in the cubicle
Yechiel Ginsburgwould still be the number one pitcher while finishing his laining and and watching the great escape(sorry it
really didn’t work)
Michael Tzvi Katzwouldn’t have lost his game in Chaim Berlin
Aryeh Kersteinwould take him away again like he takes Benji”s Nemo (hahaha)
Mordechai Korffwould still be able to bribe Feive with peanut chews and cookies and is yeshivesh
Menachem Lundnerwould jump on the benches during Zemiros
Chaim Tzvi Marcusmaybe hed sleep in camp for more than just trip day and shabbos and would be able to ask Rabbi Belsky
whatever he wants
Nechemia Schechterwould win color war
Shmuli Schreiberwould get a real coach bus to Niagara
Mordechai Vienerwould win color war
Chaim Yanofskywill win Color War (and maybe he’d become friends with Gold)
Nechemia Isbeewould be very upset
Tankwould still have his personality and (even though it’s before color war) was a great color war general, and didn’t
take me out to pizza yet (awesome learning group… hahaha)
KalBoBo would have won the fight and Kal would have found his personality again
p.s. Thanks guys for good summer, try to keep in touch.

July 15th
Lazy Day
Intercamp Against Romimu
Senior League Night out to Kold Kuts

JACK STEFANSKY LEARNS WITH THE KIZZYS BECAUSE….
Avi heineman-CC
Yumi Gruen
Shloime Aberbach
Yossi Abramczyk
Shimon Yehuda David
Shragi Drillick
Chaim Gellis
Eli Goldberg
Aaron Herzberg
Michael Jacobi
Chesky Jaski
Sholom Mordechai Krohn
Shmuel Levitin
Eli Potash
Avrumi Shalitzky
Eliyahu Shapiro
Ari Slomovics
Chaim Teitz
Chaim Warshaw
Yossi gold
moshe Shlomo feivelson
yitzy richter
CHAIM FOGEL
NATI GURWITZ
YEHUDA GOLD
ELI FEINSTEIN
MENDY GRUEN
AREYH STERN
CHAIM KOPLOWITZ
MOISHE WIEDERMAN

still holds the record -just broken on the 15th of August 2010 with 16 patty cake’s, has the
most
silly bands , PLAYED A GREAT PRANK ON ME FOR A DAY BEFORE THE HALF STARTED, AND is the
most awesemost best guy to work with
wants to win color war
Is king
always thinks he knows the hock
Is on yumis leagues team
skipped half of camp and missed the trip
will help jaski put on tefflin
sweeps the floor
leaves HIS Styrofoam box in middle of the bunk
wants to win color war
was convinced we were at lake George even when we were in front of the falls
whos that?????
Is really a Dallas cowboys fan
wants to win color war
wants to win color war
will hook us up with kd during the year
is best buds with whiskey
wants to win color war
wants to win color war
just wanted to make my bunk article
really knows why we lost
loves going water hiking. VC3
LOVES THE EMPTY NETS
PLAYS THE SAME ANNOYING RINGTONE EVERYDAY
BROUGHT SO MANY NEW THINGS TO CAMP AND HAS AMAZING RICE CRISPIES
IS THE BEST AT ARRANGING BASEBALL GAMES (2 PHONE CALLS )
THINKS HES THE REASON 2ND HALF WAS SO PUMPY
DIDN’T SPEAK TO ME ONCE DURING 2ND HALF
THINKS HE KNOWS WHAT TO DO ON AN OFFDAY
IS THE BEST BIG MAN EVER TO PLAY THE GAME

July 16th

Another Great Day in Camp Agudah History

How in the world does:

Shaul Pollock-cc
Levi Tepper-jc
Shimon Bennaim
Zevi Censor
Michael Aryeh Davids
Yonatan Eshaghzadeh
Dovid Gold
Shalom Menachem Hochman
Yudi Horowitz
Zevi Kahan
Eliyahu Kaufman
Yitzchok Krasnow
Moshe Bunem Laskin
Chaim Malka
Yaakov Moshe Nathan
Tzvi Perlstein
Yerucham Schiff
Shalom Shulman
Sruli Smith
Shmuel Tepfer

always know exactly how many minutes there are until shacharis
―sorry can‘t tell you‖
sweep the bunk everyday
do 60 pushups and chin-ups without working out, be such an anav
always find his basketball
get so tight with the head staff
think that he doesn‘t look like his brother
do all the magic tricks
get so good at hockey
still not get pizza from ―Heinz‖
convince everyone to let him jump on their back
get out of bed so quickly , jog around the whole camp
win color war
get the whole 7th grade to sing Rebbe Nachman with him
always get away without pitching
have the energy to dance with everyone in the bunk at his bar mitzvah
expect to get a line in the yearbook if he comes 2 days before the deadline ,
manage to get into camp just in time for the Niagara trip
know how to solve a rubix cube in 20 seconds without looking
expect to get a vasikin minyan ,always have another card trick to do
always get pizza, dougies, and sushi and always know the ―hock‖

Thanks for a great second half , keep in touch my number is 917-968-3461
Shauli
July 17th
Agudah vs. Bei Kaita Baseball Game

Yechiel finally shaved because:
Yechiel Shimon Aharonof-CC
Yisroel Green-JC
Mendy Besser
Shalom Fink
Yosef Fogel
Yaakov Zev Fogel
Tzvi Frischman
Shragy Gold
Aaron Katzenstein
Shmuel Krzywanowski
Mordechai Aaron Leizerowski
Yehoshua Leshkowitz
Eli Neumann
Yaakov Zev Pearl
Moshe Salamon
Yehoshua Salamon
Shloimy Snow
Chaim Yisroel Stefansky
Moshe Stefansky

I TRIMMED!!!!!!!!!!!!
finally woke up
wanted to win color war
wanted to win color war
wanted to win color war
will be a star goalie with his shoes and Mrs. Dash in his back pocket
sang ‗nishmas‘ and thought that he had a different counselor
Jerry, Yisroel Peretz, and his new counselor got lost
played in the 4th quarter even though he wasn‘t starting five
doubled his jc in push ups
was given yechiel (from senior leagues ) as an official ref
was given color war general and all the jobs that come with it
with his big muscles beat his jc
was having his bar mitzvah
wanted to win color war
pumped up the whole camp
put on Tefilin on a sunday
and moshe will finish Shisha Siderei Mishnah
and Chaim Yisroel will finish Shisha Siderei Mishnah

July 18th
Intercamp against Rayim
Contata

The 7th grade strike worked to earn a trip because…………….
Yehudah gold- CC
Zevi Frid
Binyomin Gleiberman
Avraham Goldstein
Yechezkel Neuhoff
Meir Nussbaum
Avi Nussbaum
Shloime Ollech
Shmuli Richman
Chaim Tahan
Eli Trenk
Jc- mier richter

is the best seventh grade counselor and was the best jc !!!!!!!!!!!!!
learnt day and night
never bothered his first consular and had his nemo doll
wished he could walk across junior hill on stilts
inherited the bunk pitching job and did a great job
stole his consular teddy bear and put it in the refrigerator
finally got to play hockey as an activity
managed to be first to fartugs every single day
and used his consolers phone
finally figured out what chush means and made good deals with his
consular
was the only one by line up every single day and didn‘t need to be
had so much fun with his first half jc and came back and had him
as a consular
July 19th
Erev Tisha Biav

These campers wont be my campers again because
Eliyahu Tzvi Feinstein
Aryeh Leib Baumann
Henoch Cohn
Yisroel Tzvi Goldstein
Dov Gut

wont wear shoes during davening or say hallo for a week
will go fishing with Oli
will have a Gatorade fight with his book in the infirmary
because camp wants me to work (thanks for helping)
didn‘t yet reach masechtas bechoros or get any passes in a bunk
game
Yekusiel Jankelovits
will perfect game my baseball team after getting beat in a water/grass
fight
Yisroel Eliezer Katz
wants to win color war
Yehuda Maxwell
will change the transaction system
Moshe Morgenstern
will still be in bed in bunk yud zayin
Simcha Nebenzahl
will stay in seventh grade to go to Niagara and hope that staying in
7th grade will get him on my league team again
Michael Rabinowitz
you need two arms to help your counselor
Aryeh Scheff
he is my no voice /say JC
Yehuda Aryeh Sperling wont stop his pranks and he always backs me up
July 20th
Tisha Biav

Kamp Kobe, in its inaugural season would like to thank
Kobe Metchik-CC

For being such a gr8 head counseler, such a cool guy, all those classy caps and tee shirts, being so funny and such a chiller, letting
everyone use your phone, grill, i-pod, stereo, mirror, fridge, breaking out payday and then taking off, having the coolest accent in camp,
and being tight with Yossi Shafer(from Shloimy Tanenbaum)
Eliezer Berger
For standing up for kaddish, being from Lakewood, not spending too much time in my cubicle, and having a mother in Bnos
Mendy Bruckenstein
For being great at basketball and okay at volleyball, finding out about the Niagra trip, and having a geshmake brother in cam p
Avrohom Elbaz
For being a daycamper
Shua Esral
For putting up with the nickname ―Shoes‖, having a cool Atlanta Thrashers cap, letting me take over the cubby situation in the corner, an d
pounding all those mishnayos
YoYo Friedman
For being tight with Pesach Levitt, being tell me‘s best customer, and keeping me posted on how great the Braves are doing
Zachary Asher Ghatan Oh boy, where do I start? Zack you‘re the man…the Friday night chulent in the parking lot, jogging at 3am, pumping up shabbos zmiros in
the lobby,almost saving my life on the ropes course, the magnets on my fridge, all those pushups, the huge American flag on the wall, the
24/7 corny jokes and thanx for being truly one of a kind
Meir Simcha Gross
For running the court, having a brother on the team,being tight with Cousin Josh and running a shuttle service to the bungalow and back
Daniel Kramer
For being a tzadik from the Mir, having a father who knows rabbi Wolf,putting on geshmak pumping music, being mevater by all sports
activites, snazzy glasses, snazzy glasses!!
Yaakov Lev
For being the first guy I see in the morning, ,being one of my main ruach guys for having your own personal costruction project in the
bunk and please find a different way to wake me up on shabis morning
Shloimy Selengut
For those skyscraper serves, being the official kamp goalie, having the nicest weekday cap in the shul, being part of the ―Kobe‘s stereo
committee‖ and for being zevis brother
Yehuda Steinberg
For pounding those rebounds, sort of helping to put away the garbage cans after the picture, keeping the corner clean
Mendy Weinberger
For amazing davening, putting my extra soap to good use, being very concerned about Elisha Tanen, being part of the ―Kobe‘s stereo
commitee ‖being another great Chofetz Chaim guy and that bright smile 24/7!!
Yossi Weingarten
For being my buddy in Camel beach, starting point guard against Rayim, folding all those clothes after curfew, being Yitzy Balds biggest
talmid and all the late night schmoozing
Rabbi Karfiol
For giving me such a gr8 second half bunk-Thank you!!
Jack Rosenberg
For being Jack-nuf sed
Yehuda Gold
For the burgers in the freezer, helping me find out my talent for mooing, pumping up the keesh, letting me in on those q‘s and for being
such a gr8 neighbor
Shimshy
For giving me so many rides to shoprite…
Eli Feinstein
For the cellphone in Niagra, the football videos on the bus, using my extra flypaper, putting up with my stereo and being the most chilled
out guy in the lodge
Aaron schilit
For being a world famous reporter every single play, letting me steal your phone, laughing at my jokes and helping me with my article first
half(which came out just the way I wanted it to)
Mendy Gruen
For always being available to take over the kamp in times of crisis(shop-rite, trading post etc)for being Yumis nephew/uncle, for reffing the
9‘th grade game against Dora Golding and for coming to Aguda this year it was awesome to get to know you
Shuey Krasnow
Another pair of shoes!!...For being a mature 10th grade jc, being a Krasnow not in Darchei,
My oneg shabbos group For pretending that youre interested (thanx Ezzi and Tzviki) for putting up with me every week, making me use my brain a little and being
a gr8 audience
Kamp Kobe ,and everyone in camp Agudah who I told to keep in touch…516-474-4380 or 617-783-9359…no excuses…

July 21st
Zoom Flume!!!!
Special Surprise 6th and 7th grade go to Super Sonic Speedway

BEST IN BUNK
Was not given to _________ because he….
Raphael Stern-CC
Dovid Bohensky
Avrohom Nechemia Brodt
Avromi Daum
Yaakov Yisroel Esral
Pinchos Menachem Flamer
Hillel Greisman
Meir Klein
Chaim Dovid Meshizahav
Moshe Oppenheim
Shimon Rosenstock
Eliezer Peretz Shipper
Dovid Stimmel

despite what he thinks he is not a camper
was imitating our neighbors
was winning color war
was too busy rallying the red tream to victory
was riding his horse to atlanta
was on Ralphs phone
was on shlichus
was to busy distributing cutlery
was covered by his blankets
was working at the apple store
was always there
was too busy drinking iced coffee
was too busy in learning groups
July 22nd
Early Wakeup for 9th Grade
Niagra, Whirlpool Jet

On the one day that Bunk Chof was inspected for Clean Up
Chaim Aharon Gross- CC
Reuven Meir Chicheportiche
Victor Chaim Chocron
Shragi Friedman
Isaac Gabay
Chaim Yisroel Goldstein
Velvel Hertz
Yitzy Rand
Dovid Rosenthal
Moshe Schwartz
Reuven Teitelbaum
Shlomo Chaim Kizelnik
Ephraim Wiscentowsky
Yona Tank
Nati Guruwitz
Yummi Gruen
M.B and P.L.
Yehuda Gold

was off; it was visiting day and forgot to do wake up on his off day (???), 43000.
was still eating the Kokosh cake that he got the previous Shabbos.
todavia no sabe en que cabana esta.
was at the phone store looking to buy himself his OWN phone.
was practicing his triple reverse layup that he never misses.
was still unsure if we were going to go on the overnight (we did. Right?!?).
was busy learning how to make ‗real‘ paintings. The art that you do is pretty cool also.
was hiding his brothers‘ fridge that he got for us. Thank you so much for the fridge.
woke up before Shachris and forgot to wake up the bunk on visiting day, and then at the end of the day
did lights out an hour early (Dovid, I really got to give it to you for that one, GREAT Shtick, PajamasHAHAHA).
was still playing his music and lending out his Palm for everyone (Dovid) to use.
was screaming on top of his lungs.
is still looking for two more starters even though he already has 3 guys on the bench. Thank you for the
opportunity against Rayim Mesivta (it‘s the type of moment that sticks with a person for the rest of his
life).
was taking us on an overnight, the only bunk ever that had a learning seder on the overnight, and will
testify that the steak I made him was the best he ever tasted (though mine was still better).
Coach K. Enough said.
we finally got to play together. YATF
same as Nati. YATF
YATF
wishes he had a camera to video ‗The Reaction.‘

July 23rd
Erev Shabbos Nachamu

Tuli Is the ROOV, the ROOV is Pesach, Pesach is Kal, Kal is Tank, Tank is Yitzy, and everyone wants to be like
Shimshy b/c ……….
Naftoli Abramczyk- CC

Avraham Yitzchok ―James‖ Bondy
Mendy Bruckenstein
Menachem Gleiberman
Azriel Dovid Gleiberman
Avrumi Goldszmid
Avraham Raphael Goldwag
Yechiel Greenwald
Aryeh Kamelhar
Moshe Levenson
Moishy Lomner
Shmuel Yehuda Nahary
Eli Schlosser
Shloimy Schron
Yisroel Schron
Eli Smulowitz
Reuven Tepper Weinstein
Avrohom Mordechai ―Avremel‖ Waldman
Shimmie Weinberger
Chaim Yitzchok Wenger

tank is not the roov, kal is the real roov, shloimy did not come back, tank decided so, peanut butter ice cream
tastes great, mint isn‘t as good but it comes in close third with chocolate fudge in between. tank created his
own chasidus in which he is orator.everyone can thank hillel for this great line and for being such a great
mentor whaaaaaat anyway don‘t know how that got in there I would really thank everyone else but the editor
th
is driving me nuts to finish this so thanks everyone for a great summer and to the unbelievable 9 grade
counselors for allowing me on the hill and… and… and… well there really is nothing else have a good zman
got his ―license‖ this year thanks for a great second half shteig away in Chaim Berlin
beat Tuli at basketball in Fishkill thanks for a great time shteig away in the heiliger MIr
cheated in the horror house in Lake Compounce thanks for the great time there and a great second half
shteig away in Novominsk and remember not to use the second hook
still doesn‘t know what the counselors do at night thanks for a great summer and the night kollel seder shteig
away in Novominsk and remember not to use the second hook
is the biggest Yankees fan on the planet… thanks for a great second half shteig away in Chaim Berlin
is now the official director of the FSTIB thanks for a great summer evan though u still don‘t know what FSTIB
means shteig away in The Cheder
wants Dougies for supper every night especially when Tuli is off thanks for a great summer shteig away in
Chaim Berlin
has an obsession with Elmo and was really best in bunk both halves thanks for a great summer shteig away in
Chaim Berlin
is an international citizen and finally got to be in Tuli‘s bunk for a whole half thanks for a great second half
shteig away in Chaim Berlin
won color war and is not sure if he wants to join the FSTIB thanks for a great second halh shteig away in
Staten Island
got up for Fartoogs every morning thanks for a great second half shteig away in Darchei
doesn‘t know why his line in the yearbook is always about turkey roll and eating thanks for a great summer
and the after shachris seder shteig away in Darchei
is a triplet and his parents still don‘t know his true personality thanks for a great summer and always finding
my lighter side shteig away in the heiliger Mir
is not a triplet and is the real Shloimy Schron thanks for a great second half shteig away in Chaim Berlin
didn‘t win color war and is just about ready to join the FSTIB thanks for agreat second half shteig away in
Kamenetz
is Shlomos brother, stole my alarm clock, donated a psp to my cubicle shhh, was my league captain, hmmm
what else can we write about Reuven Weinstein anyway thanks for agreat summer shteig away by R abbi
Stern
is the gabbai in R‘ Schorr‘s shul and might start speaking by sholosh seudos
takes attendance by shachris and is Tuli‘s first seder chavrusah thanks for agreat summer see ya in yeshivah
hope to see you shteiging
caught all the fish by the lake and them roasted them somewhere although I can‘t figure out where thanks for
a great summer shteig away in Chaim Berlin

July 25th
League Day Playoffs, 8 graders trip to All Sports Fishkill Fitness Center
Staff Night Out
th

WHERE WAS HE ON AN OFF DAY????
Yosef Simcha Birnbaum- CC

Which One??.....Who Knows

Arye Abramson
Naftali Bookson
Yehuda Leib Egert
Moishe Gold
Yehuda Goldstein
Yitzi Goodman
Ary Katzenstein
Yitzi Mandel

axe vs arid…..whisky biking assistant….youth corp
overslept….got soaked ….went to tully‘s bunk
hooking up with his brother/ in law
which one? Was he really here second half? No way! Rx
training to be a barber….waking me up any time im sleeping by day….JC
went to yeshiva/bnos…..remodeled my cubicle
gave another great devor torah…..davened mussaf….go Yankees…..
well when he finally came back opened a barbershop….see Moishe
Gold…asst. JC
opening up an orthodontist
HHHHHHAAAARRRRRRYYYYYY…..aquiring an advanced model of the
newest gartel..DR PEPPER
went for a faher
salami…..steak…looking forward to that BBQ that never happened…(it might
still)
drawing
practicing for the Grand Bechinah

Elyahou Mizrahi
Nosson Aryeh Schneck
Yisroel Meir Schwartz
Yaakov Selig
Yehoshua Teitelbaum
Yanky Walzman

I would like thank Camp Agudah and everyone part of it for the 10 GREAT summers that I spent here.
Everyone is cordially invited to my Chasuna which will be iy‖h on Monday Night November 22 nd @ Ateres
Chynka.
Hope to see you all there!

July 26th
Packing, Awards, World Series
Kumsitz with YEHUDA GREEN

Last will and testament
Shlomo Tepper- CC
Levi Eisen
Chaim Meir Fraiman
Eliezer Frank
Ushy Friedman
Eliyahu Friedman
Tzvi Galinsky
Shlomo Zalman Greenberg
Yitzi Karman
Aron Hillel Kohn
Aron Lowenthal
Tzvi Neiman
Eli Neuberger
Avraham Chaim Perlman
Chaim tzvi Rosenbaum
Yossi Rosenberg
Chananya Schorr
Shimon Teller
Yosef Turkel
Hillel Weinreb
Chaim Herbsman
Zevi Kizzy

Cars, Waterbury, chush, head lifeguard, tickets
No more ear infection!!
To wipe whip cream all over his face, to only listen to the song ―sunshine‖
To get singles no matter when he shows up
To sit at the head of the table
To be known as ―Fredy‖, Everyone should know he‘s ―shmelka‗s‖ brother and to be best
friends with Rabbi Wolf and to be ―loaded‖
To make a siyum during color war
To be a waiter, To be his counselor‘s commentator
To be ―Chush‖, To be in agudah full summer, to bench every word in benching perfectly
clear
To be in camp the whole summer
To be in his brother‘s bunk for zemiros
To Read and Read and Read. . . . . .
To just be noooobs
To make sure the bunk knows the day‘s activities
To be more crazy than his counselor (no chance) to wake up peacefully (no chance) air
conditioner
To take care of ―fredy‖
To be by meals, Find out the story and go to Waterbury
To sweep the bunk and be maintenance
To be a juggler and learn with his brother the whole day
To meet Mendy Schwartz and finish the yr book
Le‘ Chocalet waffle, Allsters, basketball team ha ha
Zume Flume, tickets, points, stef, bags

I had a great summer KIT
July 27th
1 Trip campers leave
Moving day
st

Hillel P. Weinreb will stop using tissues when……
Hillel P. Weinreb-CC
Yosef JC Joselit
Yosef U. Berger
Dovid D. Davidowitz
Mordechai Yitzchok L. Edelstein
Moshe Michoel X. Fertig
Yakov Yisrael F.T.G. Feuer
Chaim Tzvi B. Gutman
Yoni W. Hirth
Mayer K. Itzkowitz
Zalman R. (Z-MAN) Krasnow
Paysach J. Levitt
Yitzchok Q. Nusbaum
Aryeh ??? Schoor
Moishe W. Tress
Zevy C. Ungar
Yitzchok K. Wax
Paysach Herbstman
Shlomo Tepper
Yosef Birnbaum
Shlomo Feuer

realizes that everything is in its proper time and august 15 is on shabbos so go use
tissues and read books and make ties in waterbury
actually stays for the grand sing at least one summer
stops lending ―things‖ to the infirmary
Becomes chavrusa‘s with Rabbi Wolf
stops giving hot wasabi chickpeas to Hillel
societies the world
realizes there‘s no difference between cocoa club and fartugs
stops getting garbage cans from Italy
realizes that AGUDAH has a better weight room than hamachaneh
comes to camp both trips
realizes that farockaway isn‘t everything and Darchei is not as good as waterbury
will not have anything about Atlanta in his yearbook line (ex.Go play basketball in
Atlanta [FIVE])
starts sleeping in bunk chof daled (Bungalow, Bais)
PAAASSSSSSAAAAAIIIIIIIIICCCCCCCCCCCCCC
leaves camp 30 seconds before yeshiva starts
will be the best of all the B.I.B.
Makes his bed
pays for a limo for his bunk to go to his wedding
stops fighting with Hillel Weinreb about stuff he cant win
stops working on the yearbook MAZEL TOV MAZEL TOV
is by the bunk less than his brother

Guys I had a great time. Please keep in touch (KIT). My number is in the back of the yearbook
Also keep ―so smart‖ (347)

July 28th
Trip 2 starts
Senior hill and bais refoel

If he had to grab one thing before the bunk blew up
Avraham Kalikstein-CC a mirror a safety pin acl brace and that weird blue thing
Yehuda Aryeh Brecher a box of croutons (that‘s if he doesn‘t sleep through it)
Ari Fish
there was a fire? (read with the Fish inflection) I was by the infirmary
Yisroel Meir Goldman will miss the fire while vacationing at his bungalow for three days don‘t worry your food
is safe
Yehuda Leib Ickowics his whistaale of course (p.s. if you need to buy a LG whistle speak to Iki)
his lifeguard book and ―his‖ phone (that‘s if he‘s not too busy responding to the
emergency)
Shlomo Lazarus
would miss the fire while biking yet would still get sent home by the doc due to smoke
inhalation
Ari Lichtschein
his cap and his secret stash of I love Staten Island paraphernalia
Pinchus Sholom Muller would run around claiming he has nothing to do with the fire
Shmuel Dov Peres
his Lamborghini, Porsche Bugati …
Moshe Yosef Rubin
would stick a hot dog in the fire, why worry his father is a doctor he‘ll take care of it
Shuki Scherman
will be extremely annoyed after kal blocks his view of the fire (go Yankees, chups and
artscroll (ha, I annoyed you again))
Chaim Sittner
the league sheet and all the food that makes him so very fat
Elchanan Tzur
his emergency bag and will act selflessly by saving everybody else‘s food
Yehuda Leib Zucker
hockey stick #1, hockey stick #2, hockey stick #3 and see laz
Akiva Landsberg

July 29th
1st day regular activities

If_________wrote a book the title would be……
Yonah Kaplovitz

The life of George Bush

Mendy Eckstein
Why I haven‘t changed my cap in 4 years
Yaakov Gluck
Showing affection to your desert plants
Chaim Goldschmidt
The correct way to salute
Zelig Heller
What to do when you‘re angry
Shlomo Leiser
The combing revolution
Menachem Nachum Nierenberg
10 ways you can put on a shirt
Eliezer Nimchinsky
Stop yelling
Yechezkel Richmond
The king of Bucharia
Shloimi Rubinfeld
Training your dog to sit
Yehuda Schiffer
The reason I do not know your name
Yehudah Silberberg
Maintenance for dummies
Yehudah Snow
20 ways to trip over my own feet
Shimon Spiegel
The man on green
Shlomie Vinitsky
Pumping up color war
Dear Yonah,
Thank you so much for beng the best counselor ever. From soda on shabbos to shmidt, to heit, you showed what a real
counselor is. By color war you were the most pumped up general ever! We will all remember you, and we hope you will
remember us.
Your Dear Campers,
BUNK CHOF VOV

July 30th
Opening day senior leagues

The Senior Hill rocked even more than the Senior Lodge because……
Yitzi Lebovits C

Whhhhhhhaaaaat??? OMG… Had no minutes on his phone, wore both Flatbush Basketball League and Footlocker tshirts, did not tell Rabbi Karfiol on the bunk for the water fight, was the best coach this half, still after all these years
had the best shalosh seudas food, cold cuts, challah etc. and was General of Color War.

Kalman Drillick

Continued to Lower the music in the bunk, went to S.A.L.T. (Rabbi Feifer will tell your father about it), successfully
completed the ropes course without falling, did not miss the trip and was the loudest person in the bunk.
Dovid Herbsman
Drew an awesome picture of the Presidential seal as well as many other birds, always played leagues and always the
first one to go to sleep at night
Reuven Karman
Lent us use his “amazing” sandwich maker (it was not that bad), was the last one sleeping in the bunk (you only
strayed up until 2 am) and did not match that often with his brother.
Yehudah Levi
Had unbelievable foot work during the melava malka, loved rotating, studied all day for the lifeguarding course (even
though he never took the deep water test), was the center in an imaginary game of volleyball and only wore one cap
(Go Mets !!!).
Sholom Levitin
Was the man with the Brooks Brothers shirts, had an enormous amount of shelve space for his food, always hocked
Yitzi up with Dougie’s (maybe I will make it up to you in the city ) Yisroel Meir Meisner
Was not able to be
stumped on any questions on Gittin, had ONE amazing card trick that just never worked, brought cholent for Shabbos,
paid his debt for the steak he owed, bought a cool pair of sunglasses and was never shoved off the bench in the dining
room during zemiros.
Naftali Rosenberg
Gave everyone free doughnuts and soda cans (lol- sorry for taking so much), had unbelievable hockey moves, finally
bought his own shampoo and soap, and actually learned second seder with an amazing and unbelievable chavrusa.
Feivy Safier
Was the king of the water fights, was truly involved in zemiros, played even fewer league games than first half, had
matching sneakers and linen and was called “Baby Face” (especially with his new hairdo- my brush is better than
yours).
Boruch Steinmetz
Became a veker for the whole senior leagues, was in charge of the Fartug Seder, shook the pushka in everyone’s face,
was the new Cosmo (hot cocoa etc) and did not steal any money from Rabbi Feuer or Rabbi Feifer during Payday
Tzvi Stolzenberg
had a challah that was impossible to fit into the freezer, had his own little cave by his bed that was covered with sheets
and was ok after the bike accident.
Chaim Itshak Toledano
Did an amazing job at reffing that baseball game, texted to an international number, loved to play hockey (you’re from
Montreal you should be playing hockey!!) and spoke French (We We!!!)
Mordechai Weis
Was actually a Nascar driver in disguise, beat other drivers on that go- karting trip, drew the same character every
time on the transaction sheet, and brought the oldest looking Tintin books to camp that were around in the 1960’s.
Aron Weiss
Ate the spiciest things ever seen on earth (uch!!!), finished two 120 ounce bottles of Gatorade, pounding those ice
cream sundaes like they were Gatorade and loved fresca with a nice raw hot dog (uch again !!).
Bunk Lamed Gimmel (27)
Did not take any mattresses from the other bunk, still could not find the video cameras in the bunkhouse, always
pumped up zemiros when needed, never went back to the bunk to make grilled cheese, did not get a good prize from
the Payday auction (after all that) and was the most amazing bunk ever.
Thanks a lot for everything, I really enjoyed this half, I hope you did as well, you guys were awesome. Hatzlacha in Yeshiva, K.I.T.

July 31st
Shabbos Gadol: Rav Uren reich

If this line were CENSORED then …………………………..
Shimshy Brecher
Fertig….. Yoiiiish….Allllright…. Tzadikel…. Where’s my phone?!?... Who’s got my I-pod
Shmuel Baumann
Dude… it’s the professor with that smile and all of his bright ideas… Thanks for playing on my league team dude! Tuck that
shirt in! Leibidik! Keep In Touch
Shlomo Brecher
Dude…what happened to all of the songs on your I-pod, I mean my i-pod, dude I better see you in the berry this year
visiting your cousins. Thanks for those Terra chips dude! Keep in Touch
Bezalel Bresler
Dude… you are one chilled crackerjack! You crack the world up with your humor. That ellul shmooz on the overnight was
really awesome and inspiring  sorry you had to leave a bit early. Keep In Touch
Daniel Yitzchok Cywiak Dude… Thanks for sitting near me during meals... I needed some guy to vent to and couldn’t have chosen a better dude
then you. Sorry you missed the bon fire (or did you)  Keep in Touch
Motti Dachs
Dude… I still didn’t forget about that shelf that we have to build for you… we’ll do it tomorrow  you are the #1 chiller in
the entire world…. Camp Agudah 2011 here I come! Keep In Touch
Yaakov Chonon Ely
Dude you’re so shtark man! Always pounding with a sefer. YCB all the way! Shut the lights, I’m trying to sleep! (This line
has been sponsored by travelingtykes.com) Keep In Touch
Yisroel Harrar
Dude… Abra K’dabra Kadoo …Dude you erased your yearbook line with magic! (Com’on not kewl!) Good move by
switching into camp chof ches! Regards to grandpa and Uncle Pinny. Keep In Touch
Reuven Knobel
Dude… I hope you didn’t take my phone home with you, I just realized I’m missing it! Thanks for all the contact lens tips.
Kaminetz is the way to go! Keep it shtark even though Aryehs not there keep In Touch
Dovi Kraut
Dude… got you last in the birthday cake fight hahah... you better be running in the color war races (which are tomorrow)
Thanks for all the support after I injured my ankle… that cream really does smell like root beer. Keep In Touch
Pinny Lamet
Dude… how many birthday cakes can 1 dude get… You are so psyched up, you will make a really great counselor, and your
future is as bright as the sun (on a sunny day, of course) is your last name pronounced Lam-it or Lam-et  Keep in Touch
Nechemia Leffel
Dude… googeous, Charlie!! You are soo leibidik man! Thanks for not hitchhiking on that visiting day hike  Ariiiight! See
you in Flatbush! Keep In Touch
Shmuli Liberman
Dude… youre so shtark man, running everything with ease, your input in Lamed Beis with noticed and extremely
appreciated by the staff… Thank You! Keep In Touch
Meir Rabinowitz
Dude… always using Shimshys phone, hey you’re on youth corp. get back to work as counselor’s aid! It’s either Agudah or
Rayim Mesivta in 2011 I’m sure you can get Reshus from R’Finkelman to come an entire summer  Keep in Touch
Yaakov Yitzchok Rimmer Dude… Yoily, your such a shmendrik ..Knew his line in the yearbook even before Shimshy did... I didn’t even hear 1 word
about Hamachane from you, I guess Agudah really did rock that much! Keep In Touch
Zvi Schwartz
Dude… get on your feet and make some noise... I can’t hear you Tzvi …. Gate Guard 2011?.. A ride to Shop Rite with
Shimshy Keep in Touch
Pinchus Shurkin
Dude… Is there any reason that I haven’t seen you the past 2 weeks? I also realized there’s been a lot of leftover food at
our table recently (just kidding) Keep in Touch
Ephraim Slomovics
Dude… you da man, you couldn’t pull off more than $280,000 on payday?!?  You caused the entire camp to be
singing….. Al Tira Ki ya’asir ish ki yirbe kevod beiso… Ki lo be’moso yikach hakol lo yered acharav kevodo… Keep In Touch
Camp Chof Ches! Dudes Thanks for being the very most vild and chilled camp in the entire bunk Agudah!!! You guys rock!!! I‘m eagerly anticipating having my phone
for more than 3 consecutive moments… You can call me anytime 917-690-7703 (except during Seder which in Waterbury is from 7 A.M. to 1 A.M) KIT

August 1st
Opening day for 4th 5th 6th 7th leagues, Night snow tubing?
Yosef Birnbaum becomes a Chosson

If the counselors got enough sleep then…
Yehuda Schwebel
Yochi Karman
Yehuda Levi
Lieby Liberman
Meir Dov Schron

wouldn‘t give a halacha yomi shiur every night
would have less time to spend on the phone
would go somewhere on his off day
impossible!
what? I‘m busy practicing my guitar!

Meir Anton
D'niel Ezra Cohen
Eliyahu Noach Compton
Eliyahu Kamenetsky
Mendy Kuntslinger
Meir Levi
Eliyahu Mandelbaum
Yisroel Meir Mendlowitz
Dovidel Phillip
Moshe Snow
Hillel Weinreb
K-i-kizzy-y

would know how
color war would live forever
would hate eggs and burgers
would also get enough sleep
would have stayed in Camp Simcha
would work for Rabbi Pearl at the pool all day
would walk on the grass
would get a case of Miller‘s Beer
would get iced coffee every day
wouldn‘t be listening to Uncle Moshie all day
wouldn‘t have lost the yearbook paper
yesh we dooooooooo!

August 2nd
8 and 9 grade trip to Waterbury and Lake Compounce
th

th

THE WINNING TEAM OF NEW YORK STATE IN GENERAL

WHAT!!! We won. I still can‘t believe it. It‘s the most amazing stupendous, oh my
gosh, lol, no way…. Sorry anyways I‘m being threatened that if I don‘t write the in
general now it won‘t get into the yearbook so here it goes. First to the most spectacular
head staff thank you for #1) eleven awesome years in camp #2) the chance of a lifetime, a
special thanks to Rabbi Neiman for running the show, I will never forget. To Nechemia
and Yosef I couldn‘t have asked for 2 better people to go up against, you kept me alert
and on my toes, thanks to both of you. To my good friend Tuli I have no words to thank
you, from the first moment to the last you were there to help from the most pumped fun
cheer song (NYS) to the skit and the volley ball team (we won‘t go there) and all the
advice, thanks. To Avi Heineman thanks for taking care of sports and finding me last
second replacements, for almost doing tug of war and (once again we won‘t go there).
Yizty Lebo thanks for all the pointers, finding me campers for tug of war and for being on
the volleyball team (Aren‘t you getting sick of this). Aryeh Wielgus thanks for the skit
and trying a nice spin (yechi…) and of course being on the volleyball team (stop it
already). Aryeh Brecher your acting was great it really means a lot and also thanks for
being on the volleyball team (STOP IT!!!!) and the tug of war. Aaron Schilit wow what a
talent thanks for help with the song and leading it, I‘m sure some day you will lead the
grand sing. Big thanks to the guys who took activities A Leiberman, S Pollack, Y Green,
A Minkowitz, Y.M.S, E Reich, Y Borchardt, Y Lax, E Devor (hashem loves you) and E
Feinstein a special shout out to D Tikotzky (you know why) to the pullers A Z Wolf, Y
Borchardt, E Feinstein, and the campers Ashkenazy and Fogel and to B Steimetz thanks
for making yourself available. Special thanks to A Minkowitz for letting me drive you
crazy. To um… the volleyball team (ERRRR) E Feinstein, Y Gold, Y Borchardt, and A Z
Wolf special thanks to all the guys who did double or triple duty to my JC Nati thanks so
much for the whole half you really made my whole summer I have no other words to
thank K.I.T. seriously. To my bunk thanks for being yourselves and keeping me
entertained. I had a great time and I hope you did too. K.I.T even when I‘m in Israel . To
mechol davids sorry you missed neighborhood day, it must have been hard but don‘t
worry you were there in spirit. To Chaim Fogel Thanks for being a great guy (like all
Fogels are) and help with the pick (wink wink). To all the boyz of NYS it‘s because of
sports that we won, this was your win you deserve it to anyone I left out I hope your
mochel me it really was a mistake HI TANI

General the fix
August 3rd
7th grade strike…..
Payday breakout

Out of Town In General
I have lived in Flatbush my whole life but I must say that after this wonderful experience of being General of
Out Of Town I have come away with a very high opinion of you out of towners. You guys were really great!!
From sports to the cheers-we really rocked the house!! Although we did not win, we certainly put up a great
fight and definitely have something to be proud of.
Before I start I want to let everyone know that I do not have a list of names in front of me so if I either forgot to
thank you by name or I misspelled your name --I am VERY sorry.
The biggest thanks go to R’ Neiman, Mosy, R’ Schillit, and R’ Elya for giving me the opportunity to be
general.
I have to start off by thanking my core part of the staff starting with Shammai Whittman. You really made a
great song and did an awesome job leading it. Thanks also for acting in the skit. I hope I didn‘t get in your way
too much.
Y. Lowenthal- where do I start? The song, sports, tug a war, volleyball---you‘re the best all around guy around
one can get and I really appreciate all you did for me in those 24hrs!!!
KAL- your skit was amazing and your performance was just as great. Thanks to C. Berman for your great
acting…I hope I did not start anything.
M. Glicher- great acting debut—you were awesome….hope to see more of you in future skits…sorry I forced
the part on you…please don‘t be angry at Chanoch
Kobe thanks for the acting, volleyball, taking the sports game (massive win!)…M. Ribowsky- Thanks for
helping out with the song
Thanks for all those who took activities: Tzvi Lieberman, Zevi Arem, Dovid Noach Adelman, Katz, Ari
Schecter, Alex Herbstman, Safamanesh, Kobe, Aron Stern, and Moishe Feinstein.
Thanks to our vollyball team led by Nati Burowicz…I mean Nati Gurwitz. Thanks to S. Whittman, Ari
Schacter, Yisroel, Alex Herbsman, Kobe, Mayer Glicher,Ephraim Felsinger, and our server Zucker (you
did not miss!). We really played great!
Thanks to our tug-a-war team: S. Teitelbaum, Kobe, Safamanesh, Mayer Glicher, Alex Herbstman, Kaplan,
Zucker, Y. Ely.
Thanks to Bunk Tes Vov for putting up with me. That can probably get pretty complicated sometimes. You
guys were really an amazing bunk!!!!!! Greatest first half ever! Yehuda Aryeh Eisenstein you asked me to put
your name here so here it is.
I apologize for the miserable spelling of both names and words. Please excuse my grammar as well. Thank You
Rabbi Karfiol for all those off days. Lastly, I would also like to thank my General S. Hirsch---thanks for
allowing me to be your LT. Special thanks to my co- Generals Isbee and Fix. You guys were great and I could
not have gone up against a better group of guys than you. Thank you Hillel for everything you have done for the
yearbook. Hope it comes out Great.
I would like to end off with a massive thank you to the entire Camp Agudah, especially Rabbi Kaufman and
Rabbi Karfiol for allowing me to be part of this great camp for so many years. If I left anybody out please be
Moichel.

Hachosson Lt. General birnbaum
August 4th
Carnival
st
1 day payday

Flatbush In General
Just to start off with a little consoling. To all the great campers from Flatbush, even though
according to the amount of points we had we lost this awesome neighborhood day but we are still THE
GREATEST NEIGHBORHOOD AROUND. And now the IN GENERAL could begin.
First and foremost I would like to thank Rabbi Neiman and the rest of the greatest head staff possible
for giving me the opportunity to be a general. I really hope that I did a good job, thanks.
To the winning general Fix- It was a pleasure going up against you. I hope your biking trip worked
out. Good luck in Eretz Yisroel by Rabbi Elefant. Lt Birnbaum – thanks for hooking us up with the t-shirts
and driving us to get the lettering done. I hope you do better next time. Thanx for being my neighbor it was
the greatest I could have had.
And now To the Staff of the greatest neighborhood: Shimshy – Rav of Waterbury- Thanx for all the
help and advice it was great and thanx for reffing a game U-Da- Man. Tank- It really could not have
happened without you. Between the great skit and helping with the song writing and the overall advice. You
are AWESOME, and I hope you really enjoy Waterbury and it is not Shimshy brain washing you with help
of Hillel. Pesach Herby- First and foremost before I say anything I would like to wish you a huge MAZAL
TOV and even though you had to go see that special someone but you still helped write the song and with
an encouraging text it was great, thanx a ton. Ari Krasnow- Your leadership abilities are awesome and your
help with the song writing, and tug of war, and then again playing volleyball you were tremendous, thanx a
Million. Yaakov Abramczyk- There is always a guy who takes charge without even getting asked and that
was you. Thanx for working out the volleyball team, sorry for the switch and thanx for the minivan on the
off day, I got shot gun! Eliyahu Lankry- as a ‖walk on‖ you were awesome between helping with the skit
and doing the acting and playing great volleyball (7-0 record) you did great. Zevy Kizzy- Thanx for over
working yourself to play on the volleyball team you did great. Kozmo- When I saw that you were on my
team I was relieved because I knew I could count on you for anything I needed between writing the song,
staying up late, and taking an activity you were great, Thanx Chaim Herbstman- Thanx for working an
activity, you should have been relaxing and the volleyball play was awesome thanx a million. Tuli
Abramczyk- Thanx for just being there for me when needed with all your wonderful advice thanx for the
car Good Luck in T.V. And to all the guys who took activities: A. Hoch, Y. Senft, Shaya Rosner, A.
Kraznow, Kozmo , D. Lowenthal, Y. Abramczyk, C. Herbstman, Y. Aharnof, H. Weinreb, K. Friedman, B.
Schlosser, E. Lankry, Shimshy Brecher To the unbelievable Tug-of-War team: A. Kraznow, G. Tress, B.
Schlosser, Y. Aharonof, Campers A. Weiss, The Soloff Twins A. Gleiberman To the unbeatable volleyball
team headed by Yaakov Abramczyk: Z. Kizzy, C. Herbstman, B. Schlosser, A.―Captain‖ Kraznow, P.
Diamond, E. Lankry,G. Tress, Y. Aharonof I would like to end off with a massive thank you to the entire
Camp Agudah, especially Rabbi Kaufman and Rabbi Karfiol for giving me the opportunity to grow in the
framework, the last 15 summers of my life were greater than I could have imagined thank you for
everything. If I left anybody out please be Moichel. Sincerely Yours
Sincerely Yours
The General of the Greatest Neighborhood,
Nechemia Isbee
K.I.T. (848)210-1190

August 5th
Payday auction with (speak to mosey) Mosey the Clown

August 6th
Massive cleanup for visiting day Massive cleanup for visiting day

August 7th

Shabbos Gadol: Rabbi S Sherrer

Melave Malka for all, Rabbi Binyomin Pruzansky Guest Speaker

August 8th
Visiting Day,
Staff baseball game against the Monsey All Stars Camp Agudah victorious

August 9th
Bunk Chof Ches Overnight camping

Orange In-General
In the greatest OAR ever we did it!!!!! almost 18 hours of sleep and a win!!!!! You guys were the best
group of campers on one team ever! And as they say the campers are the ones that won it for us!
A massive thank you to the entire head staff for giving me this opportunity and 13 amazing summers!!!
To the greatest head counselor rabbi kaufman I learned what it really means to be a ohaiv shalom. To
rabbi karfoil for giving me an opportunity to be here every summer. To rabbi wolf for the help and
advice. Rabbi ab neiman I learned a lot from your really caring about whats best for the campers thanx
for your advice. to rabbi avi schilit for the constant ―updates‖ , an always available listening ear and for
being my behind the scenes agent! AMK im gonna really miss those speeches… And to the greatest
addition to camp since the scuttlebugs, mozey Kaplan a unique combo of great personality and great
person.
To bunk yud zayin the most Über bunk ever! It takes a lot for one bunk to psyche a whole team but you
guys did it AND you were amazing too! The balloons were awesome!. Thanx for making my last
summer here my greatest summer here!
To general kal I couldn‘t have asked for a better person to go up against (and to beat )!you made this
OAR all the fun it was. You really make a gr8 general! See you in yeshiva 930 sharp…
Chaim- your acting debut was a real hit. And thanx for all the psyche! Any leftover gel?
Shimshy - your wise advice and sage counsel were an integral part to our victory. How cliché is that?
It was great having you around!
Tank- wowowow thanx for being the general without getting any of the koovid for it . From the skits
to the play you were unbelievable! you were making me sweat watching you run from scene to scene!
and not one snafu! Now go hang yourself!
Nechemia isbee-and vinny comes through again! Thanx for winning it for us with the activities! And
really thanx for your understanding ;)
Shammai - when I saw you on my team I was just filled with joy and E-LA-TION! The cheer, march,
skits, activity and play! What cant you do?!?!?!
Aryeh brecher- you make everybody look lame! Is that a compliment or what?your calm demeanor
under pressure was the difference maker! you really do make a great punching bag…
Meyer ―Juliet‖ glicher- ‗tis a wonder you hath done, for thou hath been awesome!! Amazing acting!! As
simple as ABC….your headed straight to the top!
Hillel thanx for just being around the whole time from beginning to the end.Your participation is an
example setter.
Yechiel aharonoff- gr8 job on the torah bowl!
Chezky bermanAri krasnow- TOOTTTY!!! NOOOOOO!!! (huh?) awesome acting! You made songwriting as fun as
making skits! Thanx for the awesome time!
Cozmo Kramer-the man who does everything! And thanx for the cocoa every morning!
Yisrael lowenthal-and you come through in the torah bowl again! Thanx you!
Mookie nueman-thanx for props help and for offering help when needed
August 10th

Intercamp versus Raim
Chof daled goes to Saverite and Pizza

Orange In-General (cont.)
Shaya rosner- making beds is what wins oar!Thanx you!
Shonbrun- I know im going against the rules by putting a camper in but for you ill make an exception!
 Thanx for the skit play songs and psyche!
Shlomo Pollack-appreciate the songs and whatnot! Thanx for being around
Nati gurwitz- your mere presence brings inspiration to the team. Gr8 acting! the heat aint winning
without you!
Yisrael borchardt- the next rabbi pearl! Awesome acting!
Yehudah gold- thanx for acting like you don‘t know how to act! A lead role is awaiting you one day…
great job on the activity.
Senft gr8 job on activity!
Avi hoch- PSYCHE!! PSYCHE!! PSYCHE!!
Leiby Lieberman- todah to you for torah bowl
Dovid michaeli- you have a bright future in the cleaning lady business! And in camp! Thanx for the
acting and help!
Nissim safemenesh-thanx for the torah bowl help!!
Kalman friedman-the new man in camp! Great job acting! And songwriting?!?!?!?! WOW!!!! quick
jump to the top!
Bentzion goldstien- Betzalel shlosser- we won it with the activities thanx!
Dovid milstien- Eli reich- Efraim felzinger- Avrohom minkowitz- Beinhorn Moshe katz Dovid
tikotzky- Dovid Edelman- thanx for being on the winning team!
Moshe ribowsky- thanx for songs and help
Jack stefannsky- my right hand man! Why couldn‘t we get a skit from you? You could‘ve imitated….
Yisrael menachem finkelman- so how was the play? Thanx for taking time out of your busy schedule
for us
Z. Wolf- lights! Camera! Action! Heres some gratitude for doing the ungratifiable job!
Chezky berman ok you win! AWESOME job on the races without you we wouldn‘t have won them!
I want to ask mechila for the people I left out because I know I did leave out.
A special thank you to a special somebody for letting me be here 3 weeks b4 a wedding! I owe you one!
And finally thank you camp agudah for bringing out the best in me every summer! I‘ll ALWAYS be a
part of Ruach Country!!!!

General Chosson Pesach

August 11th

Trip day
Camel Beach, Niagara Falls

Red In-General
―Most generals write that they are sitting here at 4 am after eating a pastrami sandwich and they
are strapped for time because the in –general has to make the deadline. However, I am different. I am in
fact, sitting here at 12pm in a nice air-conditioned room typing this article while enjoying a nice hot and
delicious slice of pizza.‖-This is a direct quote from Yitzy Lebowitz‖s OAR in-general last year.
However, I am different, I can‘t eat a pastrami sandwich, it‘s the 9 days (Thanks Hillel for making a
first half yearbook (if you are slow that was slightly sarcastic)), and I can‘t even eat a pizza bagel for
other reasons (Vehamaiven Yavon(For those who are slow, pizza bagels don‘t taste good (If you are
slow you‘re also probably Tank))) Besides, Yitzy, where did you find an air-conditioned room anyway.
Anywayssss, even though we had less points (Five Zero Four to be exact-that‘s for T Neiman) as Rabbi
Kaufman said we are all winners. I‘ll let you on a little secret, we should have won, I just forgot to
make my bed.
The mantle of OAR generalship is a very weighty and life altering situation, it is thus incumbent
upon me to express gratitude to all those who made it the amazing experience it was. You campers were
amazing; from activities to songs to torah bowl to the basketball game you guys were amazing. Thanks
a lot. To the finest head counselor Rabbi Kaufman, you are the most complete Ish Shalom I ever met.
To Rabbi Karfiol, for not taking away my off days. To Rabbi Wolf, a special thank you, Gee I would
collapse if you weren‘t in camp, Rabbi Neiman, Thank you for your concern and your car with the
distorted vision. Avi Schillit, thanks for all your wise advice and help being a counselor. Reb Elyah,
you are awesome thank you for existing. Mosey Kaplan, thanks a lot for everything, you are awesome
(I still sing better base than you though).
To Bunk Yud Ches, you guys were awesome. You psyched up the place and deflated my ego
when necessary. Your cheers and balloons were stupendous. Thanks for giving me the fun time, I hope
you guys had. To General Pesach (or is it Herby). You are the finest general to go up against. It is the
appreciation of our years of friendship that I handed this win to you as a chasunah present. I got my
dancing shoes (and knee brace). Thanks for making OAR the fun time it was. See you in Yeshiva 10:00
sharp (you left your in-general on the computer). ―Me and Pesach‖ we be a team. Yitzy- I have no
words to express to you. What can friends of over 15 yrs say. You were awesome, I wore the shirt you
led the team. If we could pick our team you would‘ve been first (tank don‘t feel bad you were top ten)
Yosef Birnbaum-Thank you for your support and skits taking your time out for me even though you are
on youth corp.
Kobe Metchik-you were awesome, cleanup acting ruach I wanna be like Kobe
Shlomo Fixler- You were great your constant support was somthing to behold
Mutti Kohn- Thank you very much your hard work and devotion is something unique.
Tuli Abramczyck- A great chavrusah and friend. Your songs were great. You made the Rosh proud.
Avi Heinneman- You were spectacular your hard work in the Torah Bowl really paid off your psych
was great you really made a major difference.
Yaakov Abramczyk- you made Rabbi Steinmetz proud. Thanks for the hard work you put in
Eliyahu Lankry-Wow you were amazing. Sorry for the backhanded slap. You got a future here use it
Invade Poland
August 12th
Lazy Day
Staff Play

Red In-General (cont.)
Aryeh Wielgus- you were the backbone of the team, You were stupendous from play writing acting and
all the other myriad stuff you did. Without you it would‘ve been a blowout.
M. Rupp your presence on the team made a major difference
S. Reichman you were great see you in yeshiva
A. Schillit- your songwriting and reporting were mind boggling
A. Herbstman –your constant support and involvement really was distinctive
E. Feinstein-You are a great man to have on a team your dedication was splendid
A. Stern your work on the songs and props really helped. Thanks
Y. Lax- Thank you for creating the greatest OAR psych team ever.
S.Z. Katz- I see I trained you in well keep it up
Y. Rosenberg- you were awesome sorry about the death in the play
Y. Scheiner-Wow you just created a new level
E,. Frischman- Your devotion towards giving it what you got really tipped the bucket in our direction.
P. Diamond- You were truly amazing your will to go that extra mile and do anything was well
appreciated. You really added
Y. Green- You really rocked the place
D. Lowenthal- you were the lighthouse in the turbulent sea of OAR
N. Bohensky.- All the way, you take the cake
P. Miller- I have no words to describe how you added to the team
Y. Roth. You were just tremendous overwhelming
G. Tress- You da‘ man! Thanks a ton for the help.
Z. Arem- Thanks for everything, it was a comfort having you on my team.
E. Devor- Your bright smile lifted the spirits of the whole team
D. Fraiman- I would venture to say you were one of the most imperative members of our team thanks
A. Lewis You have a bright future as a staff member. Thanks for always being there in your ―leibidike‖
way.
Y.Y. Birnbaum- Thanks for all that you did for the team.
Besky. Cherman- I couldn‘t write your real name due to politics.
Greenberg, Greenberg, Greenberg, Greenberg, Greenberg, Greenberger, Thurm, Weiss and the rest of
the kitchen staff-thanks for lunch
Last but not least thank you to the entire RED TEAM. You guys were awesome and you made this the
best OAR ever.

General Kal
August 15th
Color War Breakout
French twins- Dangerooous

s

Team 1 in general

Blue In-General
We did it, we actually did it, the blue team won!!! I would like to thank the campers for all their effort
and hard work. I couldn‘t have done it with out you, and lets face it you couldn‘t have done it without
me. I want to thank my parents for sending me all these years to this camp and for all the other things
you have done for me my whole life(by the way nice sign you made me). I would like to thank the
head staff for giving me this opportunity, and of course I am talking about the lifeguard job then the
counselor job, and then the General job. But before I thank anyone else I would like to give my bunk a
personal message- Shmidt…..
General Yitzi- it was awesome being with a general who I genuinely like and I can honestly say will
always be my true neighbor. By the way - nice tux.
Shimshy Brecher- we all know you really did everthing so , THANK YOU. Maybe this year ill see you
as a chabura member. FERTIG.
Avrum Klonimus Kalman Kalikstien-remember what I said to Yitzi about the neighbor thing, well next
time be shimshy‘s neighbor. I am just surprised you weren‘t general, I mean they always put us
together, except during color war. This year all for of us should find our own George.
Chiam Fogal- you are just lucky I didn‘t lead the Grand Sing. You were awesome. You know now that
every time you do well im going to take all the credit for you, so you‘re welcome. Now go to sleep!
Aaron Shilit- I never knew that you can write songs so well, and have the ability to never sleep. You
do realize that it took me 20 minutes to write the comedy song.
Chiam Koplowitz- your name is awesome and your handwriting is not too bad either. Tell Aaron and
Chaim to go to sleep.
Hillel Wienweb- thanks for all yourw wides to yeshiva, but now that im getting a carw we don‘t have
be friends anymorwe. I would call you my Lt. but we know that‘s rweserved for someone else.
Lt. Birnbaum- Mazel Tov!!! Now try to hook me up. I am not going to lists all the things you did
because I know I will leave out something.
Eli Feinstein- We killed in sports because of you! Great Job! Sorry I had nothing funny to say.
C.A. Gross- The march was cool but the races were awesome. Ill see you 3:30 to 4
Kobe- Thanks for making the thme speech in my play. The buffalo wings ARE delicious.
S. Pollack- Your Drasha was amazing. I‘m guessing you are in Chofetz Chaim
Ralph Stern- you know it‘s not that hard to draw a deer, but I think you do it preety well. Sorry I missed
your presentation. I was busy making your play, you were busy getting the props.
Sheck- Thanks for missing elul zman to teach kids torah

August 16th
1st day color war
Skits

team 1 in general

Yaakov Rosenberg- from the costumes to the Grand Bechina to the….. Everything was
done great! You can stop working now.
Zvi Greenspan- The play ran very smoothly….thanks to you….Thanks for staying up
late all those nights!
Borchadt- I can‘t believe you made me kill you…stop grabbing my shirt—you know
why.
Becker and crew- I knew you knew how to use a scissor but now I know you can use a
stapler
Shmuuuullllyyy Frankel- when I saw your crocs I was hoping to strangle you….thanks
for all your help.
M. Rupp- You only tied it but that was good enough
M. Yaffe- props were great and you were great as a human tree
Y. Klein- syke was awesome…thanks for all your help
Y. Gruen- you should thank me because I‘m your coach but ill still thank you for all your
hard with with the songs and everything else
S. Bienenstock- left, right, left, right, left—awesome job with the march
Y. Rand- The mishnah Brurah says I must hurry up and finish this in general
T. Lieber, D. Gewirtz, Spiegal, Himmy- Thanks for being there for us
D. Zagelbam- I tried to chuck domething in the garbage but found balloons inside
instead
Mookie- The cue is when you finish reading this to close the book
T. Lieberman- the balloons and streamers were gorguos. I see it was made with much
skill and talent.
A.D. Sussman- your play may have been better than mine but I‘m the general
Beinhorn- your acting wold have been great if I would not have forgotten about you
Zucker- I see baseball is no longer your favorite sport….basketball must be
Kramer- let go of me and go pump up blue
If I left out anyone I am sorry it was an honest mistake and it is 4:45AM.

General Tank
August 17th
Grand Plays

Team 2 in general
Green In-General
It is one year later and I find myself in the same air conditioned room, the one that no one seems to know how to find. Well guys I have
some news for you, just go to office, they have a.c. there. Anyways, it is only a few hours since the scores were announced and
unfortunately the win did not go our way. But as I said last year in my OAR in general and Rabbi Kaufman has been saying for a good
number of years, ―We are both winners.‖ So with that in mind here goes nothing…..
Firstly I would like to thank the head staff for this amazing and wonderful opportunity. As a young camper I only dreamt of being a
general of color war, and now because of them my dream became a reality. Thank you immensely for all your involvement in the day
to day affairs that keep this camp running so smoothly, and for making this camp the best camp in the world.
I would like to start off by thanking the people who mean the most to me - My family- I still am in disbelief and shock that all of you
traveled up from the city to come cheer me on. You do not know how much it meant to me to know that all of you were there sharing
in this wonderful experience. This was the most emotional grand sing in all my 14 years in camp and it was great to be able to share
that with all of you. It was worth it to be general just to have all of you here with me. Thank you for all the encouragement throughout
the last three days. P.S. those laffy taffys and bands were a smashing success.
Tank- Our friendship is priceless, and this color war showed how true that statement really is. It was a breeze to go up against such an
amazing person. Throughout this entire battle there was only achdus displayed and for that I am forever grateful. You looked amazing
wearing that tux in the bungalow.
And now to the thank yous that really made this color war unforgettable and everlasting. If I left somebody out I hope he is mochel me,
it was definitely an oversight. Thank you to the amazing campers of the Green team. You guys were amazing from the very beginning
all the way through to the last stanza of the alma mater. I can honestly say that you gave it your all (except maybe for the races). You
guys played your hearts out, sang until you had no voices left and we still only lost by 41, you honestly did a great job and it was a
pleasure to be your general.
Shimshy Brecher- What can I say, you are an amazing person and an even better neighbor, it was great. From the moment I was told
about being general you were at my side. Those words of encouragement throughout color war really kept me going. From the
organizing of the play, skits, meetings etc the list is endless, I really appreciated having you on my team. Thanks for everything from A
to Z. Hatzlacha Raba in camp…… I mean Waterbury.
Kal- You are insanely funny as well as a one man wrecking crew (that was not a fat joke.) How you can handle running a skit, a play, a
comedy song and still find time to sleep in the afternoon is mind boggling lol. Thanks for all your hard work. You are so smooth in all
your work. P.S. I know for a fact that the song will get phone calls.
Sholomo Tepper- I know you were a little under the weather but you still managed to run the activities for us and that‘s why we won
them. You also managed to lose the races by a record amount, but no one has to know about that. Thanks for your input in all areas it
was greatly appreciated.
Tuli Abramczyk- WOW is the only word to describe your devotion and dedication to the green team. You were there to lend a helping
hand in almost everything that needed to be done. You do not know how to say the word no. It was incredible to see how one person
can handle so much and still be as calm as you were throughout all aspects of color war. From arranging the d‘var Halacha to the
leading and composing of all those amazing songs, I do not how you do it. Your talent is endless, thank you for everything. Hope to
see you in T.V. this zman.
Avi Heineman- When I saw your name on my staff list I knew that we had an experienced Grand Bechina leader on our hands. You are
so slick in all your work. I have never seen a tie in a Grand Bechina but you somehow pulled it off. P.S. don‘t chew gum while you‘re
running a court.
M.S. Feivelson- Thank you for sticking it out with the green team, we really needed you. We could not have pulled off such an
amazing play and skit without you. I know there was more involved then what meets the eye but you made the right decision. You
truly are the full package.
Yehudah Gold- You were my go-to guy. From running cleanup to the psych to the props, costumes and booklets I was always able to
count on you. You are truly an amazing person and I know that you have an amazing future in this camp.
Reuvein Pearl- I had no clue that you were such an amazing play producer, I guess the apple does not fall far from the tree. Your
dedication to work on the play was amazing.
S. Reichman- Thank you for those amazing d‘var Halacha speeches and for your help with the grand march. I knew that the march
would be ours when I saw how much effort you put into it.
A. Schachter- Thank you for arranging the activities on the first day. Although we did get blown out, you still did an amazing job.
Y. Schonbrun- Although you left us for yeshiva in middle of color war, it was still a pleasure having you on our team. Thanks for
everything.
M. Kraut- Your acting in the play was great and your overall involvement really enhanced this color war.

August 18th
Grand march, Grand Sing
Aaaand the winner is Blueeeee

team 2 in general
Green In-General (cont.)
Y. Unger- Thanks for playing a great bartender in the play, I see a real future for you. P.S. when are you going to stop growing!!
M. Gruen- Although you were sick, you still lead a great psych team. Thanks for giving out those laffy taffys. Your involvement in the
costumes was greatly appreciated. Oh and by the way, you were a great camper to have in my bunk. P.S. bring your own team.
M. Glicher- You were made to act and you really showed your true talents during this color war. Thanks a lot for your humor throughout and
your willingness to always lend a helping hand.
D. Lowenthal- Thanks a lot for taking charge of the Grand Bechina. Just remember that the kids know more now because of you.
Y. Green-Thanks for taking the activities and for all your hard work throughout color war. It did not go unnoticed.
Levi Tepper- Thank you for all your help with the races, it was cute to see you and Shlomo working hand in hand. It reminded me of when I
did races. Your help in the play and with streamers was also greatly appreciated.
Shuee Krasnow- Thank you for your all around work. It was greatly appreciated!
Yitzi Richter- Thanks a lot for your song involvement, it really added a lot. You are very talented and I see you as a future leader of the grand
sing in a couple of years.
Yaakov Lax- From the psych to the directing of the play, you were unstoppable. Thank you for all your help throughout color war.
Avi Hoch, Jack Stefansky and Aryeh Stern- Thank you for running an amazing streamer and balloon team. The streamers look amazing (even
though blue didn‘t do any). Your care and willingness to help out was great, I really appreciated it.
Yoel Sontag- Thanks for taking the activities and for all of your help throughout color war.
A.C. Thurm- ―Spectacular‖ is the word to describe your costumes. Your commitment to the green team was unbelievable. Your sleepless
nights really paid off as we had kicking costumes. You are truly one of a kind.
Buchen- Thanks for all your help and advice throughout color war.
Esral- Thank you for your help with the costumes and for taking the activities, you really added a lot to the team with your presence.
Klein- Thank you for all your help and encouraging words throughout color war.
Srebro- You really added a lot to the team by lending a helping hand, thanks.
Meir Cohen- ―Speak a little louder on stage next time..‖ lol. I never knew you had it in you, but you are an amazing actor. That announcer‘s
voice is unbelievable. I know that you have a great future in camp. Your acting in both play and skit was what won them for us. Thanks a lot.
Jaraslowitz- I can happily call you my predecessor in regards to the grand march. I cannot honestly say that anyone else could have done such
an amazing job with the grand march. You were willing to help out with almost every task at hand and for that I am truly grateful to you.
Yehudah Lieberman- Thanks for helping out with the psych and the costumes, your talent really made a difference.
Rosner- Thank you for taking activities, you did a great job.
Tikotsky- Although you went to yeshiva, your presence added a lot to the team.
Moshe Weiderman- You know how to act? You did an amazing job in the comedy skit and play and an ever better job at psych. Thanks lot.
Y. Gold- Thanks for all your work during color war.
Aharon Zushe Wolf- Sorry about that ride back from the wedding, I hope you understand. Thanks for all your words of advice throughout
color war.
Tzvi Zazulia- Thanks for helping out with the costumes, your precision with that jig saw was great. The job you did with the lights was also
appreciated; I know the cue sheet was not exactly the best one out there.
Teitelbaum- I have no words to describe the amazing banner, I am speechless. All I could say is that I know for a fact that we won that banner.
Your careful touch made the banner an amazing piece of art, one that will remain in the Camp Agudah dining room for years to come.
Leshkowitz- Firstly, I had no clue that you had such an amazing voice. Secondly, those murals were phenomenal, and you help with the
stencils was really appreciated. Keep up the good work.
Bunk Chof Zayin- You guys were truly a dream bunk and I was so happy to be a part of your last summer as campers in this camp.
Throughout color war you guys never let up from the moment I put on my general t-shirt till the moment I took off my tuxedo. The amount of
hours you spent blowing up balloons, making streamers, and just cheering your heads off was what made this color war the most amazing one
ever. The party in the bunk after the grand sing was not normal, especially that water balloon on my bed. Thank you all for making this
summer an unforgettable one and I hope you enjoyed my company as much as I enjoyed yours. Keep In touch. Hatzlacha Raba.

General Yitzy
August 19th
Lazy Day

ACHDUS IN CAMP AGUDAH
The air we breathe instills in us an aura of unity even between the biggest of rivals.
What in other camps turns out to be the battlefront between the counselors and other
staff, by us in Ruach country it is just the opposite. People would expect before his
chasunah, General Pesach would be tense and might want all the help he can get.
But General Pesach with his infinite wisdom and kindness saw beyond his own
needs and realized the need to give in. Being that Lt. Tank‘s destiny was to direct
his final OAR play, this chapter of his life needed to be fulfilled alone. In a long and
tiring meeting between General Herbstman and Lt. Tank, they came to a hard but
necessary decision. They were to give over willingly their finest lead Director to the
other team. This was the turning point of OAR 2010!! Needless to say, RED‘s play
went on to be a smashing success. Although rumors have it that the General and his
Lt. regretted their move, the RED team would like to say THANK YOU!!!
From the team of RED
& the Director!

S.A.L.T. 2010
This Summer in camp agudah we experienced one of the saltiest seasons ever. Campers of all
ages participated in the ―shabbos afternoon learning torah program‖ every week in the
masmidim bais medrash.
Although we all know that the reward for learning torah can only be enjoyed in oilam
habah- it didn‘t stop camp agudah from giving out some of the most enjoyable treats ever.
From sandwiched steaks to OG MELECH HABOSHON sized popcorn, Soda, and cotton
candy the campers enjoyed an extra side benefit with their geshmacke learning.
Many staff members joined their campers in the bais medrash and gave shiur to the
campers in mishnayos. The program also included Rabbi Elbaz‘s Shabbois program in the shul.
Every week campers were on the lookout for the familiar Mr. Salt figure announcing the special
salt selection of the week!
For all the rest of the year just add some special treat to your special Shabbos afternoon
learning and presto! You have a salty shabbos !!Wishing you a salty future wherever you spend
your shabbos!!
Your friend
Rabbi Menachem Feifer

August 20th
Hatzalah Auction
Playoffs

From the Mike of Mosey Kaplan,

As I finish my first summer of my inaugural season in Camp Agudah, I feel like the first time I
went on a roller coaster. Only this time I‘m not throwing up. The ups and ups, this ride felt like it just
kept getting higher. From the zemiros in the dining room, to the amazing plays and skits. From OAR,
Neighborhood Day and Color War, to cookouts and snacks, I felt like we were doing loop-de-loops the
whole first half. I want to thank everyone, from R‘ Meir Frischman and R‘ Simcha Kaufman at the top,
down to Shlomo Feuer, for welcoming me and my family, and making our time here so comfortable
and fun.
Thanks to all the hardworking workers and workerpeople of Camp Agudah, and especially my
fellow head staff members Moti, Abie, Avi, and Heshy for breaking me in. Thanks to Yitzy Bald for
whatever, Rabbis Feuer and Nusbaum for the learning group, and Tank for being my co-assistantjunior-associate Rebbe. If I insulted anybody by leaving them out, it was on purpose. If you weren‘t
insulted, now you have what to work on.
Staff members and campers alike, I hope you all realize what a special privilege you have to be
here in Ruach Country. Not just because we here are in the ‗Eim Hmachanos‘, but also because this is a
camp run with chinuch and mesorah. We all should take advantage of what we have while we are here
and hopefully grow with it.
Amplified and Reverberated,
Mosey Kaplan

August 21st
Rav Hillel David
th
8 and 9th grade roller skating

Thank You
Every year we thank the same people over and over again (and sometimes even over again). AMK for his
delicious food, Rabbi Kaufman for his singing renditions, Rabbi Karfiol for his stories at night, Rabbi Wolf for
turning the lights off in the gym, Rabbi Schilit for getting a pass, other Rabbi Kaufman for letting us say ―other‖,
Mosey for his cute little kid, and Rabbi Neiman for blowing Howie‘s whistle. This year will be different. Herbert R.
Grover Jr. III (you should have seen Sr. I) once said, ―Weeds break through the concrete which eventually turn into
potholes.‖ And who do you think will fix these potholes, the maintenance crew - I don‘t think so, the head staff- not a
chance, bunk Alef Minus through Alef Plus- possibly. So who makes sure the macaroni and cheese is evenly
distributed? Who cleans up the deer? Who inflates the golf cart tires? Who paints the grass green? Who feeds the
fish? Who knows how many people can fit into the yearbook room? Who translates Artscroll? Who takes the balls
out of the gutter of the main building? Who puts on the door stoppers? Who is asking all these questions? Who
sharpens the small pencils in the office? Who left a rekel in Meir‘s car? Who cleans up the janitor‘s bathrooms? Who
puts indents on the golf balls? Who took my phone, Seriously I want it back. Who is Jack Stefansky? Who floods the
lodge bathroom? Who knows that there is no I in team but there is a me? Who folds the brown paper towels? Who
said OOO? Who buys a goat? Who decided to spell the word who W-H-O, who? Who weaves the screen on the
windows? Who eats the last chip in the bag? And who opens the bag and licks it afterwards? Who put the ridges on a
quarter? Who puts the fizz in soda? Who copies Gedalya Wielgus? Who wants to be like Shimshy? Who fills up the
lake with water (Rabbi Pearl you got off easy)? Who qwnmdjid the bdherkeneodn? Who‘s hiding in your closet?
Who have Five Zero Four BBM contacts (read this with a chassidish ha‘vura)? Who has no head? Who won? Who
has the dedication, determination, aspiration perseverance and motivation? Who is the little man in the ice cream
machine? Who powdered the orange juice? Who is in the adult choir? Who wants a slush for writing this article?
Who keeps on dropping the mouse? What is (this line was censored because it did not start with who). Who turns the
water sprinklers on? Who flips pizza in Liberty Pizza? Who bought a hotdog, fries and a soda for a quarter and still
had some left over change? Who spray painted Shmully Hirsch‘s hair? Who drives straight by the antique shop? Who
knows how to hit a shot on the basketball team (this applies to baseball also)? Who cuts the grass underneath the
bunks? Who could put his foot over his head? Who is going to count the number of who‘s in this article (these who‘s
also count (that who also did (that one too))). Well we the ninth grade counselors have the
answer………………………….. bam ba da ba ba ba da (please sing along with Isbee) bam ba da ba ba da
THE WINNER OF THIS YEARS THANKLESS AWARD IS………………………………

SHIMSHY BRECHER
(Andre you came in a close second, but your songs were a little pitchy).

FAIRTIG
I walk around camp unnoticed, I watch all that happens. Everything is under my watchfull
eye, and nothing escapes it. I am there even when you think I‘m not. My job is so top
secret I don‘t even know what I‘m accomplishing, but I know it‘s important. I report what
I see every hour on the hour, but not to whom you think I am. So be carefull because I am
ever watching you
Signed

The man in the yellow hat
August 22nd
World Series, Awards
Musical, Grand Banquet

The Reinflating Ball
In a dark and dusty corner there lay a remnant of the past. The past was one long forgotten. The room had long since been disregarded and had been replaced
over the years by better and brighter things. Once great and glorious, this ruin of a building lay forgotten. Over the years, attempts at keeping the building in usable
fashion had been ignored by most that strolled by on a daily basis. Yet nevertheless, the remnant that represented what the room once meant to all those that had come
by on a nightly basis, had never left. Now it had been forgotten.
But not by a lonely few. Although graffiti lined the walls and the building leaked and the windows were broken, the spirit still lingered on in these men.
They were young and they knew not of the past, yet of the meaning that this old and dusty room contained. The yearning inside of them burns gloriously, not of the past
but for the future. The faded memories of the building were now covered by the dust of the past which lay so silently across the floor. Their mission is not to wipe away
the dust of the past; rather it is to etch their own footprints above it, to trace the footprints of the future.
Who had left it there, no one knew. It had had been full all the years, but over time it had lost its shape and now lay flat upon the floor. It is a little slippery
to the touch, although if touched it, one would be able to discern the previous existence of a strong grip that its surface provided. The value of this object lies in the
capabilities that it contains, rather than the accomplishments that were previously attained through its use. Those few who had stopped by through the years to take a
peek at the insides of this mysterious room had always thought that this objects value was gone, seeing the condition that it was in. A few of them may even have known
the accomplishments of this great piece, yet mistakenly thought that its value lay in what it had done and not in its potential. You see, this special object never truly
loses any of its value until it is completely destroyed.
The few men had decided amongst themselves to see if there laid an object of any value inside of this old and dusty room. They cared not what t he condition
of the room was, but rather what great treasure may lie inside. After many years of study and difficult maneuvers the path to this room was clear before them. Now, no
one was there to stop them from entering to see if they would find something that many had said was once there, but had since left. After joining together on a summer
night, those that were amongst this group of men walked down the long, graveled path leading to the building and silently entered the room.
The sight that lay before their eyes took their breath away. There, as they had suspected lay a bare and empty floor. They split up into pairs and searched throughout the
room. Suddenly one of their voices called out: ―We have found something!!!‖ Crowding around they looked at this misshapen, forlorn object that lay before their eyes.
They could not agree about how to proceed. One amongst them proclaimed that they should immediately grab the thing before them and run out of the building and hide
it so that no one would know of their discovery. Another one suggested that they leave the item there where they had found i t. ―Let it lie in peace and solitude where it
has been for all these years,‖ he suggested. But one voice was heard above all. ―Let us attempt to resurrect that which this once was so many years ago‖ he announced.
A sudden hush came over them. Then, one man, of the younger members of the group, whispered: ―What do you mean for us to do? We have never known this special
object and how shall we come to use it?‖ They all gathered closely as they wanted to hear the wise words of the eldest amongst them.
―I was around many years ago when this object was full‖ he began. ―When we entered this room, I knew of the existence of this beloved piece. Yet, I
decided to wait all these years and all this time so that you yourselves would discover the shame to which this masterpiece has fallen. I decided to be silent during all the
years when there was no one else but me. I wished not to be considered crazy. Yet with joy, I quietly watched as each and every one of you grew up to join me. You
may not have known of me or that I cared about you so much. The time has finally come when each and every one of you has come to join with me on this great
mission. Tonight when we entered into this room each one of you knew not of what lay in store. You knew not of the existence of this great treasure. I on the other
hand entered this room with great trepidation. I knew of the existence of this piece, yet I did not know what condition I would find it in. When I saw it, I was overjoyed.
I decided to let one of you discover it and I stayed back, gauging your reaction. Now it is time for me to show you what this object really is.‖
The one who had spoken slowly drew out of his pocket a brush and a long thin tube with a needlelike end to it. The others around him stood and watched as
he slowly bent down to pick up this once forgotten remnant of the past, now the treasure for the future. He took the brush and slowly wiped away the dust from the ball.
From beneath the dust the words slowly appeared before them. At first they could not make out what it said, but then before their eyes the words clearly emerged. It
read: ―The Bouncing Ball.‖ ―It is true!!!‖ they all exclaimed at once. ―The great and glorious future lies before us!‖ one said. ―It is ours to behold!‖ said another.
The one who had brushed off the ball now took a hold of it once again. ―We must pump it up before we go on.‖ He took the long tube and slowly began to
pump the ball, which now began to refill ever so slowly. He turned to the other men and declared: ―You must all join me now to help refill this building, to refill this
ball, this camp and then and only then will the true spirit once again return to our grounds. Boys of Camp Agudah, you are our future, the great treasure that once lay
forgotten in the dust and in the ashes.‖ So PUMP IT UP AGUDAH, PUMP IT UP!!

Chaim Aron Gross
Fifteen came and Fifteen left. Fifteen started and Fifteen finished. The same in name, yet immeasurably changed.
rough and unpolished theY left complete individuals. products of…

BUNK ZAYIN

Multiple unique personalities, combined with excellent sports abilities, a constant flow of geshmak, all
secondary to the learning and chesed that never stopped, the only ones who swept Camp Rayim in intercamp.
Made other kids long to be in …

BUNK ZAYIN

The only ones, who said thanks for the tubing trip, pumped up the bonfire, made the most efficient two minute
cleanup, could come on time to lineup no matter how late they woke up. the head staff were amazed at …

BUNK ZAYIN

„never „had to be told twice, respected the cubicle and counselors, had the most enlightening shabbos
experience, obeyed curfew and lights out, never argued or answered back. made everY counselor wish theY had…

BUNK ZAYIN

Their fame precedes them like lightning precedes thunder, they are the heart and soul of Camp Agudah. They
remain the campers of…

By: Shmuli Reichman

BUNK ZAYIN

August 23rd
Busses leave

Thank You

It is only appropriate to give ―kavod when kavod is due‖to the illustrious maintenance team of
Camp Agudah, including: Shmuel Schechter, Yaakov Kaplan, Shloimy Goldshmidt, Tzvi Neiman, and
ten the
things
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Big Bird. They have workedTop
behind
scenes
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wayyear
reminiscent
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(gasp!)
―bond together almost anything,‖ namely Chassidim, Sefardim, and Litvaks into a beautiful happy
family.
2. Turns out that Beinhorn is the lawyer of the kitchens
It is truly befitting a camp of the Agudath Yisroel of America. (The crazy part is self3. That Kizzy is from [drum roll]… Montreal
explanatory.) Once again, they have proven themselves to be the definition of a superb maintenance
4. Camp
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That Beinhorn and Lax were mistaken to be twins
really.(Jim) Newmark.
8. That Kal speaks at least two languages he is still working on English.

Kumzits with Yehuda Green
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could believe it. As the kumzitz began you could\\flappy
feel yourself
getting lost in the music, Yehuda brought
you to another world. The music was great led as always by Yitzy Bald and everyone wished it would
never end . The tears flowed freely throughout the kumzitz, and as it came to a close all wanted more.

Flappy’s pen: The unsung heroes
First off I would like to thank Shimshy Brecher - for what? I don‘t know im just following the
crowd on this one. Now then , shimshy take your boys and invade Polan..…What!!Already? Well that was
something taken care of rather quick. Secondly, I want to say goodbye to shalom lerner , you were an inspiration
to us all. Now speaking of unsung heroes I would like to
Thank the following people ; crafty – you are awesome enough said, tzvi leiberman –wow uhh…
Good job! Cosmo Kramer – HOW DO YOU DO IT? WHISKY- I gotta say I owe you a lot.
Whew! This year was in my opinion a great year for agudah . sure many have gone but new
Members of agudah‘s staff and campers have stepped up to the challenge from the old group of Nati
Gerwitz ,Chaim fogel , Reuven pearl ,Yaakov lax (thanks for all the support man ), yehudah gold ,Shuey
Krasnow, Shmuli Frankel, Yumi Gruen, Chaim Koplowitz, Mordy Becker, Daniel sussman etc.No rabbi mosey
Kaplan we never forget you, not now, not ever.
Last but not least I want the singing , the dancing , the acting , the laughing and Yes the learning for
making this the fantastic summer that it was, I hope the good memories here will never fade from our minds.
Wishing you a happy year filled with simchos ,

Flappy

All out Basketball

Do You Remember?
OAR…Payday…I‘m a JEW!...How many entrances into the main building?...Rabbi Finkleman…Rabbi
Kaufman‘s car‘s mirror…Powersports 2010…Rabbi Yitzy Bald…Baseball game at night…7 th grade
Niagara…Wiscy…Cookouts…Cocoa Club…Snow (carpet) Tubing…Capture the flag on Junior Hill…Invade
Poland!...Eating from the Goldfish Tank…the Battle of the Jewish Cemetary…Kold Kuts!...the Boys from
Caracas…Og‘s Soda…RJ Lewis…Zoom Flume…Night Swim…Mosey Lips-synching…Bunk Lamed
Bais…Avi Schilit…Yehuda Green!...Fartoogs…Carnival…Flo! Tell her…Phone call on line…R‘ Mattisyahu
Salomon…Good Morning, Camp Agudah…Neighborhood Day… K-rasnow!...Let‘s make a deal…the Twins
from France…Camelbeach…Avi Heinemann taking Video…the Cantata…Slick Dave…the Baal Teshuvah of
the made beds…Lake Compounce…Moti Karfiol…R‘ Belsky‘s selichos…Inter camp against Rayim…Rabbi
Veiner and the psychologists…Rain…Mosey‘s cartwheel…the Toilet Slide…Capture the counselor…‖We want
night Leagues‖…Welcome back, Rabbi Lichtman…Torah Shows…Bar Mitzvahs in Camp…Jack Kaplan…the
Alma Mater!!!...Corned beef and pastrami sandwiches…Volleyball in the ranch…Mexican soccer Friday
night…Herring…Senior Bonfire Motzei Shabbos…Hillel Weinreb and the Yearbook…Color War
Banners…Visiting Day…Krafty is the Senator…Quiche for lunch…Siyum without fleishigs…‖Off the GoCarts‖…the Paddle Boats…Getting sprayed by the camp picture…Aryeh Gelbard…Rabbi Pearl‘s
nose…Curfew…Jack Stefansky…Surfing at Camelbeach…Laundry…Bobo Torino…the Grand Sing!!!...Aryeh
and Aryeh…Mikvah in the Lake…K-I-Z-Z-Y, Kizzy is a cutie pie…Chassidim sleeping in the gazebo…Pink
Ping-Pong balls…the ‗Other‘ Bais Refoel…Ohel Shmiel…Sefarde Shabbos Food…YONAH!...Chaim Wielgus
is here…Supersonic Speedway…signing out…the new Libery Pizza…Jet Boat at Niagara…Kal‘s other
half…Meir‘s new Bekeshe…the R‘ Kaufman video…Vaad L‘hatzolas Nidchei Yisroel…the ‗Regular‘ Bais
Rephoel…All-out Basketball…Mrs. Lankry‘s Kokosh…Camp Kobie…Benching Prizes…Clifton and the
flag…Mosey‘s Birthday…Rabbi Shimshy Sherer…locking the shower house…the Bus getting
lost…Taboo…Root Bear all over the Dining Room…‖No drinking before a trip‖…R‘ Abie Neiman...the Wave
Pool…Nightswim…Soda Tickets…Kosher Phones…Rocket Launches…WE‘RE FROM, WE‘RE FROM,
RUACH COUNTRY!!!...Elyahu Kaufman‘s hats...Rabbi Kaufman‘s Shabbos seuda speeches…Coach
Busses?!!...New Ice Cream Machine.... Camp Agudah!

Fartooges.
A new word in Ruach Country! Actually it really is the yiddish way of saying cocoa
club. The second trip of camp saw a huge influx of bachurim coming 20 minutes
befor davening to listen to a shiur in the navi yona. We learnt it in depth withmany
miforshim stories and lessons we can learn from yona. We all will remember going
for chulent and kugel after week number one and our kumzitz for the grand siyum!
We continued with learning the meaning of lidovid hashem ori.. But we all learnt
what it means to get up early to learn hashems heilega torah. Thanks to gershon
kramer. Ari licshoin. Baruch steinmets. Tepper and of course Ephraim Slomowits.
Ksiva vachasima tova.
Rabbi Feuer

WHAT GOES ON AT HEAD STAFF MEETINGS
The thunder crashed outside while in the little room the eight people crowded around the table. The rain beat against the
windows and the lightning lanced across the sky, sending a flash through the room like someone just took a picture. They made an odd
group sitting around the table. The eldest with his full white beard and precise manner, he obviously was the leader. On his right sat a
brown bearded ball of energy, biting his bottom lip. Across the table was a clean shaven, skinny young man, with an obvious sense of
style. In contrast, the fellow next to him was a portly one, with a double chin under his smile, giving a doubling effect.
At the other end of the table sat a tall, white bearded man with a gruff look to him. On his right, a shorter man with a twinkle
in his eye sat eating some whole wheat bread. On his left was a round faced fellow with an intense earnestness about him. The last
member of the group, a red headed, skinny, clean shaven fellow with a funny hat was gesturing with his hands.
―I think he was safe! It‘s not fair to change the call after the game,‖ he said.
―But Eliyahu,‖ said the man with the whole wheat bread, ―I remember during Color War in 1978, we had a case just like this, and we
asked Rav Belsky, and he said we can!‖
―Do you remember who was General that year? It was Shmuli Drinker against Chaim Stinker, and they used ‗Give a Little Tzedaka‘
for the Alma Mater that year,‖ said the brown bearded fellow.
―I remember, Moti! And Moshe Shmiel got kicked out of the Grand Sing for hiccupping too loudly!‖ said the bread eater.
―Rabbi Kaufman, do you remember kicking him out for hiccupping?‖ asked Moti.
―Of course I remember! He hiccupped right after the entrance and I trew him right outta dere! I told him to close his mouth! He didn‘t
listen, so I chucked him!‖ said the leader.
―Abie, what do you think about that call?‖ queried the skinny dresser.
―I think that if the kid really tried and he didn‘t slip on purpose you can‘t penalize him. The whole name of the team is Nefilah! What
type of lesson is it if he falls and loses points?‖ answered the quiet intense one.
―I don‘t know. I think that the rules have to be followed. If the rule is no falling, then that‘s the way the game goes,‖ responded Schilit.
―I hear, I just disagree. What do you think, Rabbi Wolf?‖ challenged Abie.
―I‘m not in charge. If it was up to me, they wouldn‘t play the whole game. Right, Mosey?‖ Rabbi Wolf said, pointing at the chubby
one.
―I don‘t know. In every other camp they play this game but usually indoors without socks. I was never here before,‖ evaded Mosey.
―By the way, we have to let the counselors know next time that they have to be on time if they want to get all the buttons,‖ said Avi.
―Aww, don‘t bother it‘s not that important to the game anyways. I want to make sure they understand that the point is the achdus,‖
answered Rabbi Kaufman.
―It‘s ok, I have it in my notes from last year. I just didn‘t have a chance to tell them this time because of the mud,‖ said Moti, making a
note on a little card and putting it in his shirt pocket.
―Rabbi Kaufman, I think it would be a lot more fun if we had music playing and everyone wore Camp Agudah shirts during the game,‖
suggested the well-dressed individual.
―You just want to sell more shirts, Avi!‖ teased the smiling guy down the table.
―You just want one in your size, Mosey!‖ answered Avi, with a grin.
―Guys, it‘s Elul, can you cut the games out,‖ said the redhead with a fake serious look.
―Eliyahu, don‘tmake laytzonus out of Elul,‖ whispered Abie to Eliyahu.
―Heshy, do you remember the last time camp went so far into Elul? It was ‘83 and we had the same problem with this game that time,‖
said the shorter Rabbi with the white beard, as he swallowed his last piece of bread.
―Sure, and it rained the whole time!‖ said the tall one sitting next to him, as he leaned back with a self-satisfied grin.
―Guys, let‘s get this over with, I want to put them all to bed early tonight,‖ announced Rabbi Kaufman.
―My guys don‘t go to sleep early any night, Rabbi. It doesn‘t matter what time you dismiss them,‖ said Rabbi Wolf.
―I caught four guys playing checkers in the canteen last night at four AM. I docked them from leagues and told them they would all
have to clean the shul if they missed shacharis today,‖ proclaimed Avi.
―Why didn‘t you call me? I was up then making bunks for the Mishnayos Wars. You should‘ve called me!‖ said Moti.
―Who was winning the checkers game?‖ asked Mosey.
―Could we get back to our shailah, please?‖ asked Abie.
And that‘s what happens at Head Staff meetings.

Lifeguards aren’t lazy it’s just that
CHIEFS:
R. Pearl
R. Tikotsky
Seniors:
Shalom Lerner ―C29‖
Yossi Beinhorn
Yisroel Zev Borchardt
Yehuda Leib Gold
Lipa Perlow
Shlomo Baruch Pollak
Shmuel Ovadiah Teitelbaum
Aharon Zushe Wolf ―CS9‖
Tzvi Zazulia
―Ernie‖
Juniors:
Yosef Buchen
Eli Devor
Yehuda Meir Esral
Zvi Greenspan
Yakov Klien
Dovid Lieber
Yehuda Meisner
Avrohom Rottenstriech
Zevi Spiegel
Ezriel Srebro
Avrohom Chaim Thurm
Mordechai Zucker
Doniel Lamm
Yosef Meir Schneck
The Rest:
R. Karfiol
Avrohom Gayer
Meir Levi
Kizzy bros

is trying to make chlorine-proof
is, and is busy waiting for the rain
obviously couldn‘t stay any longer, MAZAL TOV
was busy JC‘ing bunk (skippah!!!!)
is busy getting onto Hatzalah
is busy trying out for the Camp Agudah hockey team (
)
is Head Counselor of Boneinu
has to watch the penguins, is training for the SEALS, and is
busy chillin‘
has to clean the room, do reps, make t-shirts get more certified than Wolf, busy recertifying
CPR, O2, LG, RTE (02 bag)
is currently more certified than Ovadiah
has to give Tzvi Neiman a road test
will come back from over the moon
is trying to be a WSI
is busy tanning on his motor boat
still making up his line, wants a LG picture and shoprite/walmart
thinks he is a senior lifeguard and Hatzalah member
wants to win color war
is still trying to convince Shimshi to take him to shoprite
is busy keeping up his lovable attitude
is busy dealing with tough guests
is busy hocking up the senior LGs
is busy giving out sunflower seeds to the nurse and trying to be a counselor
thought he was to give WSI in the kitchen
is trying not to be a camper
is trying to be a full time masguard/nurse assistant
couldn‘t come for a full summer
is busy trying to WIN COLOR WAR
is grilling with the crew (nnnnnnnnnnnnneeeeeeeehhhhhh)
is the hardest working senior lifeguard
are, busy doing laps, and think they can boss around LGs
Rotators - Last will &testament

Aryeh Brecher
Yisroel M. Finkleman
Mendy Gruen
Nati Gurwitz
Avrohom Abba Karfiol
Zevi Kizelnik
Shlomo Chaim ―Kizzy‖ Kizelnik
Muttie Kohn
Moshe Gershon ―Cosmo‖ Kramer
Shamai Whitman
Yosef Joselit
Ezriel Srebro
Anonymous

for Kivi to follow him to Darchei
to find something to write for him
another chance at the ground ball in Romimu
a smile, and to deal with Jaski all year round
to take over and to stay all summer
the Camry and an easier job
to coach the team officially and free soda
a prop room like Bnos
a Mets World Series win and an official head staff position
to lead the choir
to be here a full summer and to use his pull to get a job
to be a counselor
to actually have his name in the yearbook

Waiters - When Eggs Boil and Onions Ring _____ will…
Mayer Weiss
Yaakov Greenberg
Aharon Greenberg
Shmuel C. Greenberg
Baruch Greenberg
Dovid ―Barney‖ Barnetsky
Yossi Miller
Avrohom Chaim Thurm
Sruli Batalion
Menachem M. Neuman
Menachem Spiegel
Avi Greenberger
Moshe Katz
Moshe Bobker
Avrohom Lankry
Yosef Greenberg
B.Z.
Tzvi Zazulia
Jack Kaplan
Jack Stefansky
Yossi Beinhorn
Tzvi Neiman
Binyamin Presser
R. Schwebel
Mrs. Lankry
Meir Eisig
All The Staff
Nesivos Hatalmid
Veretzky
Clifton
The Sephardim
`

be head waiter
still be getting mayo
still be getting oil and spices
have ALL his brothers working in the kitchen
still be singing ―One Day‖
be making the best decaf coffee
be taking everything one at a time
pick fruit over vegetables
will work for Mayer
be slamming amazing homeruns
be on every team in camp
still have control to the PS2, wii, & computers
be the ―hardest working waiter‖
do his laundry in the kitchen
be the official waiter for the gedolim
keep his original bed
Masmid/Waiter/Maintenance
get his daily yogurt
not come near the waiter room
be delivering packages for meal mart, korns, & DAGIM
Finally get his chocolate mousse
get his closet key back
be a one day waiter, one day
still be the nicest guy in camp
Agudah will be Sephardi
Still be drinking cel-ray soda with Cosmo
Get Enough food for the entire bunk, & doubles, & triples on time
still be eating
come again next summer
still beat the staff team
get yablah, lachmajin,kibbeh, hamin, and complain everyone‘s prejudice
J.S.’s

If the Junior Staff of Camp Agudah would be the administration of a fortune 500 company, this would be a typical day at the
office: You would pull up to the parking lot and stop by the guard booth and see Jack Stefansky arguing on the phone trying to negotiate
the next Dagim delivery. After flipping him a couple payday dollars (half-a-mill) he allows you in without any hesitation. As you enter the
building, you realize that you still have another half hour before your appointment with purchasing manager Binyomin Presser. So you
start to ponder who im‖bedded‖ this amazing trait of always being early?! Then it comes to you that it must be your good friend from
Camp Agudah; Moshe Rosner As you walk over to the front desk to confirm your appointment with Mr. Presser, secretary Pinchus Himy
notifies you that the appointment has been cancelled due to the fact that he quit his job after the first day. However, your appointment
was rescheduled with new purchasing manager Dovid Schwartz. As you stroll down the hallway, you hear a person speaking Spanish.
You automatically assume that it‘s Betzalel Schlosser. As you turn around, you realize NOOO! It‘s just the janitor. You continue walking,
and hear an announcement on the PA system that sounds like Meir Cohen. But in mid-sentence he stops because he realized he has
nothing to say. You sit down to rest and see Shmuel Aaron Wagshall unloading a truck that delivered accessories for the employers.
Suddenly, you see 2 workers checking out for the day. You look at your watch and wonder; isn‘t there another 3 hours till closing?! Then
I realize it‘s just Moishe Wiederman and Yehuda Lieberman leaving early. Then you see Yaakov Jaroslawitz, now an EMT, walking
around with water and a breathing apparatus. You look from the corner of your eye and see Menachem Palley handing every employee
their supplies that they need for work. Finally, you hear an announcement from Mordechai Goodman that your appointment will take
place right now at Dovid Brecher’s Cafeteria.You walk in and sit down next to Yehuda Kramer, and he‘s complaining that he‘s still
hungry and wants another cookie. Menachem Moshe “MOOKY” Neuman tries to shoplift a cookie to handoff to Kramer. But Brecher tells
him: I can‘t ―SHARE‖ today but I promise I'll give you tomorrow. As I count my blessings, I thank G-d that I‘m not a J.S. I‘m just in charge
of them.
Kudos: Moishe Popolontis, Moshe Rahnd, Misaskim, and Kol Mevaser. If anybody finds Moishe Popolontis please contact KIZZY or Kol
Mevaser ASAP. I would like to thank my brother KIZZY SR. for being such a great roommate and Ez for proofreading. K-I-Z-Z-Y Kizzy is a cutie pie!

We Miss You
Every year we have grown accustomed to having two men in the back of the lodge that both
inspired us and uninspired us at the same time. To the pollacks they were a constant friend and mentor,
to Fred a master and to the rest of us nothing much. But to say that we do not miss them would be an
understatement, really not a statement at all. However this year, they are in fact not here and truthfully
no one really noticed. And we have one man to thank for that. A man who spent countless hours
manipulating and telling them untruths to keep them away. You all know who we are talking about,
Thank you Shimshy Brecher.

We are on strike - Niagra 2010
The anticipation was at an all time high. 6:30 in the morning and the dining room was rocking with pillows and supersnacks and
Snapple bottles flying all over the place. The coach busses driven by Richie and our new buddy Chaim (from Monsey tours)were in
the parking lot and ready to roll(literally) Whisk of course was driving the van and had an ETA in Niagra of 1030 AM(“I don’t know
what anyone else does , I drive normaly!!”) Off we were , and within 10 minutes Yitzy Bald was out cold with his blanket up to his
chin and his i-pod (with top secret material) lying on the floor, forgotten. We arrived at 12:30 and proceeded to have lunch. Rabbi
Karfiol was still wearing his jacket despite the heat of the day. After lunch we went to the imax theater and watched a film about
people who went over Niagra(“guys, don’t try this at home”!!)Next everyone enjoyed a refreshing shower aboard the Maid of the
Mist, as we got a close up look at the falls. Following this, we went on to receive our official Cave of the Winds flip flops and ponchos.
First one to the top of the stairway was Jaski, and within 3 minutes everyone was soaking wet(except Avi Heinamen “who had to do
the video”) After taking some pictures and getting the time from another touri-st, we took a short break to dry off/raid the gift
shop(“hey, they don’t have any mugs with Bunim on it”!!) After a delicious barbecue and uplifting mincha led by Kobe(plus a kumzitz
by Yitz) we went to take our bunk pictures by the top of the fall, and B”H no one fell. Once again we crashed the gift shops, and a half
hour later we were on our way to go karts. At the go kart place , Eli Feinstein showed everyone how to be the fastest driver with the
slowest kart, as he cut off Yehuda Gold time and time again. The staff round was won by Feivy with his Venezualen bunk cheering
him on from the bleachers. Finally at 12:00 it was time to head home, completing the greatest grand trip ever!!
Pinny Faska, The Red Head and Shimshy Brecher
Scene I- Act I- Setting: Front of the lodge
―Good Morning, good morning, good morning……‖
Pinny Faska- Shut that off
Red Head- What am I doing here?
Shimshy- Yoisssssssssssssh!!!!!!
Act II- Setting: Front of the lodge
―That‘s 1-5 fiftteen minutes remain……‖
Red Head- What????
Pinny Faska- Huh?
Shimshy- Tzadikal Get up!!
Pesach Herbstman- You get up!!
Scene II Act I- Setting: Front of the lodge
Red Head- Wait, I wasn‘t here this summer!!!
Pinny Faska- Neither have I
Fred- Ditto!!!
Shimshy- FER‘TIG!!!!!!!

This play took hours upon hours to develop, but there is one man who needs to be thanked for his dedication,
motivation to make sure that this play remains a success. Thank you
SHIMSHY BRECHER

Trip 1 Census
1) Who is Moshe Popolontis?
a) Jack Stef
b) Andre’s grandfather
c) Moshe Raaahhhnd’s cousin
d) Kizzy (whichever one)
e) Bobo Torino!!
2) Where did Kal’s weight go?
a) Yonah ate it
b) He lost it boxing
c) Left it on the younger hill
d) Disappeared with Camp Kalnk
e) Bobo took it
3) Why were there so many Bar Mitzvos this year?
a) Because camp needs to show off its new hall
b) To win rag
c) Because R’ Shwebel and Avi Shilit didn’t want to lain
d) Because 7th grade rocks
e) Bobo threw them out of the city
4) Where does “Yo pis Yo” come from?
a) it’s an old line from Rabbi Kaufmans days
b) Mosey brought it from Govoah/Rayim/Bonim/and every other Camp in the mountains
c) Whisky
d) Kizzy brought it from Chernobyl
e) Bobo knocked it into Camp
5) Where was Mendy Kuntslinger for the first six weeks of Camp?
a) He decided to spend a summer with Duuuuvid Lax
b) He was not in Simcha
c) Working in Paperific
d) Behind the net for the Devils
e) He was working out with Bobo

Census
6)

Why is this question missing?
a) Oh! Sorry, it‘s a computer error.
b) it got censored
c)
d) budget cuts
e) Bobo took it

7)

Why do so many people come to Camp Agudah for Shabbos?
a) To hear Rabbi Kaufman‘s stories
b) To eat Mrs. Lankry‘s kokush cake
c) To hear Meir Eisig‘s Oneg (stories)
d) To get Rabbi Feiffer‘s OG size popcorn
e) To see Bobo

8)

Why did Rabbi Avi Taub leave camp?
a) To swim with the 50 large Fat Ducks
b) To make room for Mosey
c) Because the operator stopped working
d) He is spending time with Howie in the trailer park
e) He IS here… as Bobo

9)

What is shuffleboard?
a) Rabbi Karfiol invented it to give Day Campers an activity
b) Something for Nesivos to do besides for volleyball
c) A sport that became extinct together with Ben Ball
d) An Olympic sport
e) Bobo‘s favorite sport

10) What happened to all the Surf bikes?
a) They were used to invade poland
b) The lake lifeguards are too lazy to fix them
c) They are lost with Moshe Popolontis
d) they were used as iron boards in the new laundry room
e) Bobo broke them

Mazel Tov to
Zev Zucker, Aron Zev Herbstman, Aron Shleifstein, Shalom Lerner, Pesach Herbstman, Pinny Fasca,
Shloime Goldschmidt, Mordy Lichtenfeld, Chaim Y. Gitelis, Gedalyah Wielgus, Yosef BIrnbaum
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